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As Rumors Of Ford Deal Fly

Record-Breaking
Heat Leads To
Deaths, Abuse
By The Associated Press
Record breaking heat across ttte
state has apparently led to four deaths
in Jefferson County, trigggered a rise in
child and spouse abuse, and endangered water. supplies in a few communities.
Kentucky's heat-related death toll
doubled to eight Wednesday when four
elderly women died in Louisille. Jefferson County Deputy Coroner Danny
Chapman said the women,aged 50 to 79,
apparently died of heat stroke.
No names were released.
Temperatures climbed over the century mark and Jefferson County remained under an air-pollution alert, tying a record 10-day alert in 1975.
Brief relief may be on the way. The
National Weather Service said today
should be sunny but not quite so hot and
humid, with highs in the 90s.
BOwling Green suffered and sweated
under a 107 degree reading; Paducah
reported 102 degrees; Louisville's
highest temperature was 101, a record
for the day, while London's thermometers registered 99.
Calls have been increasing at the YMCA Spouse Abuse Center in Louisville.
Director Carole Morse explained that
tempers flare more quickly in hot
weather. "People are more easily aggravated and their fuses get shorter."
She said the best solution is for one
spouse to get away from the other, finding a cool area such as a shopping
center.
• Louisville's Home of the Innocents
set up a new area for children under 5
because of increased admissions during
the past month.
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fair tonight
Fair tonight, lows in the mid to
upper 708. Mostly sunny hot and
humid Friday, highs in the mid
90s to around 100.
Extended Forecast
Continued very hot with little or
no precipitation expected Saturday through Monday. Highs will
average from the mid and upper
90s east to around 100 westwhile
lows will be from the low 70s east
to near 80 west.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

358 31
358 32

Executive Director David Graves
said the home usually gets about 10
children a day but since the heat wave,
admissions have jumped to about 16
daily.
Although there's no immediate water
shortage in Oldham County, officials
asked residents to conserve usage as a
precaution.
"We're trying to avoid a problem so
there will not be a shortage," said Carl
Klingenfus, acting chairman of the
district.
He said the district's water pumps
usually operate about 57 minutes each
hour, pumping about 2.7 million gallons
a day. But for the past three days, the
pumps have been working nonstop.
Residents in Bardstown and Mount
Washington also were urged to conserve water.
"People are just using up the doggone
water fster than we can get it to them,"
said Leon Salmon, a plumber who
works for the Mount Washington Water
Co.
It serves about 2,300 homes and
businesses in the area and five or six
families ran out of water the past few
nights.
Attendance has doubled and tripled
at swimming pools; stores selling and
repairing air conditioners are still
swamped; and business has boomed at
liquor stores and ice cream parlors.
The hot, sticky weather hasn't increased the number of forest fires in the
state.

TVA Sets Fourth
Summer Usage
Record In Week
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — After
setting its fourth all-time summer
power usage record in a week, Tennessee Valley Authority officials say
the sevenstate utility is beginning to be
faced by electrical demands it may not
be equipped to handle.
Mike Butler, a TVA spokesman, said
Wednesday night that the new record,
20.2 million kilowatts, was reached at 5
p.m. CDT as temperatures across the
Tennessee Valley exceeded 102
degrees.
That eclipses the 19.67 million kw
mark set at 5 p.m. Tuesday, and it
marks the third consecutive day that
the summer peak demand record has
been broken, he said.
TVA continued to buy electricity
Wednesday from neighboring utilities,
chiefly the American Electric Power
System, to avoid forced reductions to
industrial customers. But, officials
said, the price of the outside power has
jumped 25 percent from last week.
Still, operators of the federal utility's
power network,the largest in the nation
serving about 8 million people, said
they expected to make it through Friday without layoffproducing industrial
outages.

Reagan Breaks
Precedent; Bush
Is Running Mate

'THE MAN WHO CAME TO DINNER' — The slightly bizarre Harriet Stanley
(Linda Shepard) introduces herself to the 1930's radio star Sheridan
y
Whiteside (James I. Schempp)in the Murray-Calloway County Communit
Theatre Playhouse in the Park production of the Kaufman and Hart threethis
act comedy "The Man Who Came to Dinner." The play closes
old
weekend with final performances tonight, Friday and Saturday at the
freight depot in the Murray-Calloway County Park. Admission is $3 for
be
adults and $1.50 for children under 12 and senior citizens. Tickets may
reserved by phoning 759-1 752. The final 'Community Theatre production
of the summer,"The Boyfriend," will open nest weekend.

By DONALD M.ROMBERG
Al'Political Writer
DETROIT (AP) — Republican
presidential nominee Ronald Reagan
broke precedent early today at an unexpectedly dramatic session of the GOP
National Convention and personally
told the emotionally charged delegates
that he had chosen former rival George
Bush as his running mate.
Reagan's visit to the hall capped a
dramatic night in which party leaders
throughout the delegations spread the
word that former President Gerald R.
Ford had agreed to accept second place
on the ticket. But abruptly word came
from Reagan that Bush was the man.
The traditional demonstration when
Reagan's name was placed before the
convention — the blaring horns, the
flags, balloons, signs and banners —
seemed commonplace next to the vice
presidential drama that dominated the
proceedings throughout the night and
then came to a stunning midnight
climax.
After the presidential roll call on
which Reagan received 1,939 of the
1,994 delegate votes, convention officials confirmed that Reagan planned
to visit the hall.
Shortly before midnight, word sud-

Winners Announced At Local Fair
Winners in the holstein-friesan competition and 4-H categories at the 1980
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair
have been announced.
In the hoLstem-friesan show, those taking top
honors included Rogers-Shelton. junior calf, fall
senior calf, summer senior calf, two-year-old cow
and dairy herd; Amanda Shelton, junior yearling;
Troy Dwain McKinney. senior yearling; Lisa
Howard, three-year-old cow; Star-Lu Farm, fouryearold cow; R-Hickory Hill, five-years-and-older
and produce of dam; and Stahler Farm,get of sire.
4-H champions and blue ribbons winners included
Nita Nute, peanut butter cookies; Jennifer Jarrett,
recipe file box; Trisha Clark,one-half fruit loaf;
Shay Mitchel, garden display and cucumbers; Jennifer Jarrett, five pods of okra; Trisha Clark and
Tony Bloom, five tomatoes; Leigh Ann Steely, Jarrett, Leland Steely, Bloom, Michelle Jarrett and
Clark. green beans; Mitch Jackson, Michelle Jarrett, Tnsha Clark and Mark Bazzell, Irish pototoes;
Angela Boyle, LAS8 Workman and Shay Mitchel,
lima beans; Mark Barzell. Greg Workman and Lisa
Workman, pea,. Shay Mitchel, Leigh Ann Steely and
Leland Steely, five cucumbers; Shay Mitchel, Mark
Bazzell and Trisha Clark, five onions; Mark Brinell,
Tony Bloom. Shay Mitchell and Michelle Jarrett,
three squash;
Shay Mitchel and Sheri Tidwell, five sweet peppers; Shay Mitchel and Mark liana, five hot peppers; Shay Mitchel, Michelle Jarrett and Jennifer
Jarrett, three ears of sweet corn; Shay Mitchel, five
carrots; Trisha Clark and Shay Mitchel,five apples;
Stuine Mitchel, pumpkin, Mark Bazzell, Michelle
Jarrett, Jennifer Jarrett, Trisha Clark, John Nix,
Angela Boyle, Shay Mitchel and Tony Bloom, one
head of cabbage;
Michelle and Jennifer Jarrett, five beets; David
Grady, Mark Bartell and Alacia Stubblefield, terrarium; Mark Bazzell, Jennifer Jarrett, Alacia Stubblefield and Michelle Jarrett, desert dish garden;
Michelle Jarrett, Leigh Ann Steely, Mark Bazzel,
Alacia Stubblefield and Trisha Clark, foliage house
plant; Jennifer Jarrett, Trisha Mitchell and Shane
Nlitchel, flowering house plant; Peg Bassford, Mark
Cooper, Trisha Clark, Raymond Grady, Jennifer
Jarrett and Tony Bloom, miscellaneous;
Shay Mitchel. entomology first year project and
electrical unit II lamp rewired, Angela Boyle,
stichirig fun; Stan i Tidwell, pattern magic; Leigh
Ann Steely, simple dress, Dawn Boesch, sport-

swear; Tnsha Clark, mix match; Carla Beach,
special occasion; Jeanne Cooper,creative clothing,
Shay Mitchell, first year forestry; Michelle Jarrett, second year forestry, color flash photography
and color action photography;
Mark Bazzell, tomato Juice and baby beets; Shay
Miuchell, soup mixture, pint peas. pint lima beans,
cherries, blackberries, applesauce, whole tomatoes
and carrots; David Grady, green beans and pears;
Trisha Clark, strawberry preserves, unit III canning, special unit IV. pint corn, pint relish and
peaches; Michelle Jarrett, blackberry jam; Vicki
Grady, unit II canning; Tony Bloom,special unit V;
Shay Mitchel, beginners woodworking class;
Leland Steely, unit II woodcraft and weaving; Trisha
Clark. stitchery; Mark Flazzell, painting, horticulture crafts, scrap art, decoupage or incelpage,
junior boys camp crafts and ceramics; Alan Miller.
drawing; David Grady, sand sculpture and string
art; Tina Baker, macrame; Michelle Jarrett,
Christmas crafts; Vicki Grady, junior girls camp

crafts. Michelle Jarrett, niosiac, 'Irish& Clark,
casting;
Leigh Ann Steely. knitting I; Lisa Workman, knitting it; Vicki Grady, crocheting I; I.isa Workman,
Shay Mitchel, Mitch Jackson, John Nix and Greg
Workman, three stalks of corn; John Nut, Greg
Workman and Lisa Workman, stalk of dark fired
tobacco; John Nix, Lisa Workman and Greg
Workman, stalk of burley tobacco; Shay Mitchel,
stalk of dark air-cured tobacco,
Tracy Beach, sewing; Nicole Bnzell, breakfast;
Michelle Jarrett, table setting; Mark Bazzell, foodsnutruition, home furnishings and science; Shay Mitchel, management; Mark Cooper poster
miscellaneous;
Carla Beach, sofa or throw pillow; Trisha Clark,
pillow without cording; Tina Baker, accessory
repaired, painted or antiqued; Michelle Jarrett,
hand crafted accessory, and Mark (ooper, hand
crafted accescry latch hook

District Court Summons Jurors
The names of 40 persons have been
drawn for jury duty' in Calloway County
District Court. The jurors are to report
to the courthouse at 9 a.m. Friday, Aug.
1.
The list includes: Carolyn Ann Albritten, Ernie Rob Bailey, Louis M. Beyer,

Hospital Board To
Hold Meeting Tonight
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board will hold its regularly
scheduled meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in
the hospital board room, according to
Stuart Poston, administrator.
Items on the agenda include the
financial statement, architects' report
on the building program and several
routine items, Poston said,

Larry Gene Bogard, Debris Boyle,
Perry B. Brandon, Ray Brownfield, Billy Gene Buchanan, Osro Butterworth,
Vernon Butterworth, Mary Wells
Bynum, Euva Nell Carraway, Joseph
H. Cartwright.
Kenneth Ray Clark, Shirley Darnell,
Nellie Stiles Farris, James R. Feltner,
Kenneth Eugene Fogle, Charlene M.
Garland, Celia Miller Grogan, Sandra
Carole Holcomb, Alvis E. Jones, Myrtle
Alice Jordan, Ruby G. Kelly, Glenn S.
Kelso,Imogene Lampkins.
Linda Sue Lassiter, Donald R. Leet,
Faye B. Manning, Anita Dale
Mansfield, William H. Maukin, Ralph
Marvin McDaniel, Joe Oakley, Max
Oliver, Sadie Nell Ragsdale, Robert
Wayne Rudolph, Celia B. Taylor, Dee
Ann Umar, Paschall W. West and Earl
Nix Wilson Jr.

denly reached the hall that negotiations
between Reagan and Ford aimed at
getting Ford on the ticket had fallen
through and that Bush wouldbe the vice
presidential nominee.
"It was a total surprise to me," Bush
told reporters later.
"It's an enormous compliment," he
said."I feel honored by it and I told him
I would do what all Republicans should
do, enthusiastically support this platform, and secondly, I told him I would
work, work, work,for his election."
Bush told the reporters that "you people were circulating a lot of rumors out
there" and then added "and, indeed,
Governor Reagan confirmed that
Gerald Ford, for whom he has enormous respect and for whom I have
enortnous respect, gave some indication early on there could be some interest there."
Reagan's decision on a running mate
will be ratified by the convention
tonight at its final session.
Reagan and Bush will deliver their
acceptance speeches after the balloting
on the vice presidential nomination.
The Republicans' new presidential
-_- that it was
nominee told the delegat.:
true that a number of Republican
leaders had urged Ford to join the
ticket.
"It is true also that we have gone over
this and over this and•over this and he
and I have come to the conclusion that
he can be of more value as the former
president campaigning his heart out,
which he has pledged to do, and not as a
member of the ticket," he said.
have asked and am recommending
to this convention that tomorrow when
our session reconvenes that George
Bush..." The rest of the sentence was
drowned by a roar of approval from the
convention floor.
Whether it was planned or just came
out that way,the session brought a moment of extraordinary drama to a convention that until Wednesday night had
been as tightly scripted as a Hollywood
movie.
All day there were rumors of efforts
to convince Ford to reverse his decision
against taking second place on a
Reagan ticket.
When the session convened at 6:30
p.m.,the delegates quickly learned that
Ford had indicated in television interviews that he was reconsidering. •
"If I go to Washington I have to go
there in the belief that I would, play a
meaningful role," said the former
president.
Gov. Robert Ray of Iowa, seated on
the floor, told reporters a short time
later that "I understand that there really are no problems and Ronald Reagan
would truly like to have Gerald Ford on
the ticket."
The two men were meeting in
Reagan's suite at the Detroit Plaza
See REAGAN,
Page 2-A,Col,3

Landolt, Ltd. Makes 50,000 Jeans Since Opening
By L.J. and MELLIE HORTIN
Landon, Ltd., with 25-year-old
George David Landolt as president and
James Johnson as general manager,
has manufactured, packaged and shipped more than 50,000 pairs of jeans
made in Murray since April 25. The new
factory is located in the former W.S.
Swann building, 111 Poplar.
"Our biggest day was 1,500 pairs of
jeans," Landoll. reported. Beginning
with 15 employees, the plant has about
90 on the payroll to date. "We hope to
double the present production rate
within two months, and' increase the
,
number of employees by 30 percent."
The plant is in the process of changing from corduroy jeans to denim.
"With less operation and fewer styles
more jeans will be produced," the
president explained.
Landolt, Ltd. does the complete job in
making jeans for the Bon Jour corporation in New York City. The operation includes cutting the pieces from the bolts
of corduroy or denim, stamping the
name, sewing and pressing. "Bon
Jour" — French words for "good day"
or "hello" — may soon be the fifth
largest manufacturer of its kind in the
world, according to Landolt.
In addition to Landon, there are nine
other factories', working for Bon Jour
now.
The youthful president remarked that
1

the Purolator Service picks up samples
of jeans each Friday afternoon. These
are flown to New York to headquarters
for inspection. A telephone call the next
morning gives instructions to proceed.
"On one occasion an incorrect pattern
was sent down. We caught the mistake
and made corrections."
Why did George Landolt get into the
manufacturing business?
"I saw an opportunity, if you do it
right, for a business here that would
give 100 more people work in our community," he explained. "If the
employees have money, the entire community is helped."
Landolt attended Murray State and
graduated at Vanderbilt University,
majoring in four foreign languages —
French, German, Spanish and Portuguese. He has a minor in business administration and has also studied in
France and Germany.
A native of Murray, George Landolt
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Landolt
and the grandson of Mrs. George Hart
and the late Mr. Hart. Mrs. Gene Landolt (formerly Lochie Faye Hart) is office manager at Landon., Ltd. She is a
graduate of Stephens College at Columbia, Mo. Gene Landolt, head of Landolt
Insurance Agency, is a graduate of the
University of Missouri at Columbia
where he and his wife met
Mrs. George Hart, naturally is proud

of her grandson George Landolt. She is
known affectionately by her friends as
"Miss Lochie" and is currently columnist and writer for The Murray Ledger
& Times, a newspaper of which she was
formerly editor. "Miss Lochie" has
been a member of the Murray State
Board of Regents, secretary of the Murray State Alumni Association, and continues to be an active participant in
church, club, and civic affairs. Her
home is near Murray State University
on Payne Street.
George's sister Lore, a sophomore at
the University of Mississippi, is working this summer at the Landolt factory.
Another sister, Debbie, attended
Stephens College and has completed
her degree at Murray State. She
presently has a position in Houston,
Texas.
James Johnson, general manager
and technician for Landolt, Ltd., is a
native of Brownsville, Ky. He ias had
15 years of experience in plant
engineering, quality control and production in East Tennessee, New York
and Murray. His wife Ruth is a nurse at
Murray-Calloway Hospital. Their two
children are Anne 12 and Debra 8.
Landolt and Johnson have added new
sewing equipment, and they are hoping
to install some newcilities, offices
and conveniences for their employees
and staff. They are looking forward to

The management is convinced that
the employees have high morales and
are improving in their production rate.
They are paid above the $3.10 per hour
minimum required by law. Gradually
they are approaching and
the 100 percent efficiency go of production, according, to the management's records.
"We have had no injuries so far,"
Landoll said. "We go to the extreme to
prevent accidents." Machinery guards
and safety precautions are provided for
the workers.
George Landolt "would like the people of the community to see what we are
doing." He is a resourceful and
dynamic executive, determined to
make a success of this venture. He and
his associate, James Johnson, have
pledged themselves to the task of
building a fine factory for Murray and
the region.
George David Landolt has some big
footsteps to follow — those of his grandfather, the late George Hart, who was
mayor, Murray State regent, president
Of the Bank of Murray and civic' leader
for 'many years. Mr. Hart died August
11,1967.
Young George and associates will
succeed in building the new factory.
because, substantially, they have their
"Harts" in it. And Landolt, Ltd., may
have a future that is Urd,Ltrlited.

eceeding
'l

YOUNG FACTORY MAKING PROGRESS — Landoll, Ltd., of Murray has
produced 50,000 pairs of jeans since opening its doors April 25. Back row,
left to right, are George Landolt, president and James Johnson, general
manager. In the front row are Mrs. Gene ;:..0thie Faye) Landoll (George's
mother), office manager, Mrs. George (Lochie) Hart (Mrs. Landolt's mother
and George's grandmother)and Lore Landoll(George's sister).

the day when they can solve the everpresent problems of financing, enlarging and improving the entireeps...-ation.
They hope to enlist financial support ,
from local, state and federal industrial

agencies.
"We are hoping to gradually get into
making our own line of jeans — from
bolts of materials to sales," president
Landon affirmed.
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I _ Deaths & Funerals
Final Rites Today
For Edwin Easley

•

t

Final rites for Edwin Easley
were held today at 10 a.m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe and the
Rev. Billy Turner officiating.
The music was by Milton
Gresham, soloist, and Mrs.
• Thyra Crawford,organist.
Pallbearers were Huel
West, Joseph D. West, W. P.
( Dick ) West, Jimmy Wynn,
Cohn Paschall, Eurie Warren,
Claude Miller, Frank Montgomery, Gingles Barnes,
Harding Galloway, Halford
Beane, Lester Garland, and
Bob Rodgers.
Burial was in the Sinking
Spring Cemetery.
Mr.Easley, 53, died Monday
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his stepfather and mother, Mr. and
Mrs. Ocus Boyd, Murray;
sister, Mrs. Virginia Scott;
step sister, Mrs. Karl Cooper;
stepbrother. Jim Boyd.

Services Friday
For Infant Son Of
Mr., Mrs. Edwards

I

Reagan...
Hotel.

Mrs. Plomer (Jessie Flora
of 1618 Magnolia Drive, Murray, died Wednesday at 4:05
p.m. at the Westview Nursing
Home. She was 79 years of
age.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First Baptist
Church. Born July 11, 1901, at
Clarksburg, W. Va., she was
the daughter of the late Edward H. Tibbs and Flora J.
Haddox Tibbs.
Mrs. Flora is survived by
her husband, Plomer Flora,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray;
two sisters, Mrs. Noel
( Dessie I Panchot, Oroville,
Fla., and Mrs. Wesley (Conza
Osborn, Palm Springs, Cal.;
one brother, C. J. Tibbs,
Wadsworth,Ohio.
The funeral will be held Friday at 10 a.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. G. T.
Moody officiating and Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist. Burial
will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home from 7 to 9 p.m.
tonight(Thursday).

Christopher Michael Edwards was stillborn at the
Murray-Calloway County
flosmtal at 4:32 a.m. today.
He was the son of Charles Edwards and Cheryl Hatcher EdThe Rev. Elijah Balentine
wards of Murray Route 5.
• Survivors include his will be the speaker at the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed- revival services to be held at
wards, and one sister, Shonna the Bethel Chapel Pentecostal
Edwards, Murray Route 5; his Church, located on Highway
grandparents, Ralph Ell- 94, eight miles east of Murray,
wards, Mrs. Debris Rose, and starting Sunday,July 20.
Services will be held at 7
Henry and JoAnn Hatcher, all
p.m. nightly, according to the
of Murray.
Services will be held Friday pastor, the Rev. Lloyd
at 11 a.m. at the gravesite at Underhill, who invites the
the New Concord Cemetery public to attend.
•with the Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating.
Friends may call at the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home after
4 p.m. today ( Thursday).

Rev. Balentine To
Be Speaker, Bethel
Chapel Revival

Brooks Chapel Will
Hear Rev. Greer At
Revival Next Week

The Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church, located off
Highway 1346 east of Dexter,
will hold revival services starting Sunday, July 20, and continuing through Friday, July
25, with the Rev. EuL3s Greer
as the speaker.
Rev. Greer is pastor of the
Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church. Services
will be at 7:30 each evening.
The pastor, the Rev. Dean
Woodard, invites the public to
attend the services.
Regular services will be
held Sunday morning with
Sunday School at 10.a.m. and
worship at 11 a.m.
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Almo Trailer
Damaged
A .Wednesday morning fire
did considerable damage to a
trailer in Almo Heights,accor
"ding to a Calloway County
Squad
Fire-Rescue
spokesman.
Major damage to the trailer,
owned by Dorothy Tabers,
was to the kitchen and
bathroom, the spokesman
said. He added there was
smoke and water damage
throughout.
Six men and one truck were
2
/
at the scene for about 31
hours, the spokesman said. No
other details concerning the
incident were available, he added.
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problems.
Reagan and Ford couldn't
quite close the deal everyone
thought was firm.
At 11:15 p.m., Reagan
emerged from a private
meeting with Ford and told his
staff that he would tell the convention his choice was Bush.
But there

a new rumor
swept across the convention
floor: Reagan planned to
come to the hall that night and
bring Ford with him for a
dramatic announcement that
they were forming what most
delegates described as a
"dream ticket."
The reports that Ford, 38th
president of tl* United States,
had agreed to break historic
precedent and become the
first former president to agree
to run for vice president, electrified the atmosphere on the
floor. Delegates talked of little
else.
Suddenly,

Mrs. Plomer Flora
Dies At Westview;
Funeral Is Friday

Flint Baptists To
Hear Rev. Doom
Revival services at the Flint
Baptist Church, located west
of Almo Heights, will be held
from Sunday, July 20, through
Saturday,July 16.
The speaker will be the Rev.
Jaek Doom, pastor of the
Hickory Baptist Church.
William B. Miller will direct
the music.
The pastor, the Rev.
Heyward Roberts, invites the
public to attend the services to
be held at 7:30 each evening.
Regular Sunday morning services will be held.

Henry Hargis Will
Speak At Gospel
Meeting At Dexter
The Dexter Church of-Christ
will hear Henry Hargis of
Murray speak at the gospel
meeting to be held from Sunday, July 20, through Friday,
July 25.
Services will be at 11 a.m.
and 7:30 p.m. on Sunday and
at 7:30 each evening, Monday
through Friday. Jim Hurt will
be the song leader.
The public is invited to attend, a church spokesman
said.

Pap Smear Clinic
Set For Monday
A Pap Smear Clinic for
women will be held Monday,
Ju1y4b at the Calloway County Health Center, located at
Olive and North Seventh
Streets, Murray.
Persons should call 753-3381
for an appointment for the
clinic to start at 1 p.m.

Pleasant Grove To
Hold Revival And
Potluck Dinner

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service July
17, 1960
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act. 742 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts steady 25e lower sows steady 50t
142.5043.00
U 1-2 200-230 lbs
842.2542.75
US 2 200-2401W
941.25-42.25
US 2-3 240-250 lba.
US 2-4 260-280 lbs.
Sows
135.0036.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
133.00-35.00
US 1-3 300450 lb.
135.00-36.50
US 1-3 450400 lbe
138.50-38.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs.
13200-33.00
US 2-3339-5439 lbs.
Boars Over 300 lb.. 120.00-30.00; under
300 lbs.$26.00-27.00

1

Rev. Churchwell To
Speak At Churches
"Worship Disturbing,
Dangerous, and Delightful"
will be the subject of the sermon by the Rev. John Churchwell at the 10 a.m. services
at the Hazel United Methodist
Church and at the 11 a.m. services at the Mason's Chapel
United Methodist Church on
Sunday,July 20.
His scripture reading will be
from John 4:23-24.
J. W. and Toni Jones will
assist in the services at Hazel,
and Parvin Craig at Mason's
Chapel. Sunday School at
Mason's Chapel will be at 10
a.m. and at Hazel at 11 a.m.
The youth of the churches
will meet Sunday at 4:45 p.m.
at the Hazel Church.

Calvert Man
Convicted, Charged

The North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will hear the Rev.
James Fulton of Murray
speak at the revival services
to be held at 7:30 each evening
from Monday, July 21,
through Friday, July 25.
Directing the music will be
the church pastor, the Rev.
David Waggoner, with Jean
Cimnirmham as pianist.
RegZar services will be
held Sunday. with Sunday
School at 10 a.m.,and worship
at 11 a.m., followed by a
potluck dinner at noon.

\

Calvert City man drew
two life sentences and two
five-year terms in the penitentiary Tuesday after being convicted in Marshall County Circuit Court on charges of sexual abuse and sodomy, according to Commonwealth's Attorney Ron Christopher.
Douglas Gordon, 28, was
found guilty on two counts of
first degree sodomy and two
counts of sexual abuse. The
jury returned the verdict after
a four-hour trial.
Formal sentencing will be
Friday, July 18. Gordon was
indicted during the June session of the circuit court after
being arrested March 25.
A

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API - USDA Cattle 50; not enough of any class for accurate price test;
Hogs; 400; barrows and 100 25
higher; 1-2 untested; 205-265 lb 43.5043.75; 2-3 210-250 lb 43.50-43.60; 210-290 lb
42.00-43.25; sows 1.00 higher; 1-2339-SOS
lb 37.00-38.00; 400-450 lb 36.00-37.00; 2-3
300-500 lb 36.0036.00; utility 300-400 lb
31.10-33 00; boars over 300 lb 32.00-33.00;
under 3001b 22.00-26.25;
Sheep 25; untested.

'MU

is

i.11111%.

F

Air Products
Amencan Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G.A.F
General Care
General Dynsunies
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf 00
Hardees
Heublein
IBM
Jenco
Kmart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
US Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's

Chestnut St •753-3314

s ends
TN1 ROSE IR)[11-15I
- PlusNORMA 14•4(PG)
Starts Tomorrow
Don't Go in The Nouse
L The Dork (Roth (
H itey1215 • 753.3314

Thurs. Hite Is
Bargain Hite
S5 00 A Carload

/
Aladdladailidak6664414666.
•

S.

•

Right
Guard
Deodorant

RIGHT
GUARD

1

$

88

444

$1 59

Sale

H IG

Model
M800A

Extra Strength

Tylenol
Tablets

New
Maximum
Strength

Sanyo Portable AM/FM
8-Track
Cartridge Tape Player

extra pain relief
contains no aspirin
100 tablets

Sale

Anacin
analgesic
capsules
36 capsules

rugged, heavy duty cabinet, jumbo size with durable
shoulder strap, powerful 2000 mw amplifier. Big 4" full
range speaker

$239

$1 28

Sale

Pay Less
Brand

Vitamin E
4001. U. Natural
and Organic
100 Capsules

Sale

r

8
9

$

New

Sergeants
Sentry IV
Collar

Silkience
Shampoo

kills fleas up to 4
months, aids in tick
control
choice of dog or cat collar

self adjusting shampoo
regular or extra body
7 oz. bottle

$1 39
Sole $1 89

Sale

Metamucil
Powder
a natural vegetable
powder for treatment
of constipation
21 oz

Sale

479
$

Aladinware

Wash and
Store Bin

Dazey
Seal-A-Meal

Jamboree
Pure
Preserves

assorted colors
No. 292

seals everything in air tight boilable
cooking pouches so you can cook meals
in advance, double receipes and save
half . Model SAM-1

choice of blackberry
or strawberry
?lb. jor

$1 39
Sole

$1047

Sole

Edison
Thin 'N
Light
Portable
Fan

Magnalite
Silverstone
10" Skillet

The Murray Ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors in
fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news articles.
That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need for
clarification please call 753-1918.

No 204011

DuPont approved, premium
non-stick surface
No. 4519

20" fan compact design moves more air with new-jet
stream blade design, light weight, three speed.

Sale

18

$

89

Sale $1 777

oduni.a.
Aim Toothpaste

MAYFIELD, KY.

HWY 121

2
$4.99

7444+1

10%+%
4+.
1
33/
64.unc
22171b.24.a
unr
an".
33. sr
37.

Dinner includes Chopped
Steak potato toast & all
the salad you can eat offer good with coupon only
at participating Bonanza
Restaurants

With Fluoride
Super Size 8.2 Oz. Tube

BONANZA

for

17%-k.
. 20 unc
15.1+%

The Bonanza
Chopped Steak
Coupon Expires 8/4,80

4364+%
17•46, 17sta

Sale

se

19

New

Just Whistle

Justrite
Sponge
Towels

by Gillette

Ladies Razor
self adjusting razor designed

re-usable
sponge
Towels

especially for women

Sale

$1 69

choice of grape
Of strawberry

Sole

$178

itin tiff

um =rim en- mi

INN NMI I

2
$6.49
for

Summer Clearance

70 /0

Pack of 30 pints, 25 gts.
Pack of 12 Half gallons
Sole Your Choice

Due to a typographical error in the fiscal court story
story in Wednesday's edition of the Murray Ledger and
Times,sections of Fairlane Drive were listed as 110 miles
and 210 miles instead of one-tenth mile and two-tenths
mile,respectively.

I

Savings Up Tn

disinfects and
deodorizes kills
household germs
12 oz. aerosol con

Handi- Bag
Freezer Bags

the family deodorant
1001 bronze con

11%-l%

SALE

Lysol
Spray

Gillette

Corrections & Amplifications

4344-4
5-+- Is
17%-sit
52%+4e

KING'S DEN

Prices Good flaw Sway
We Reserve T1111 Right To Unit 0stemities

all•b•111••••••••11 • 111111

Prices of stacks of local &Menet .1 11
a.m. CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger at Times by First at Michigan
Corp ,al Murray,
+2.39
Industrial Average

7.0:030 2.00Sat.,Sun.

"IAA.%

_a_a_s

ass

Stock Market
Thru Thur. 7 / 24

I
-Clisise•••%'%%%%%%Veii
.-11.
Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty
Aid Dept.

Continued From Page One

The Bonanza
-Rib Eye Steak
Coupon Expires 8/4/80

Dinner oncludes Rib Eye
steak potato toast & all
the salad you can eat 01
ter good with c6upon only
at participating Bonanza
Restaurants

MB IN MI

Dove Liquid
-

For dishes
22 oz

Sole 874

In MI INK On
4

DUCT

1l2V
•
f

AWAI I

A131 C
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L_N_ C-2(- FLi R. Specials From Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept .
111_1

in .

,1 Dick
..
aeloW.. - or
... ..1.
11.
14
1•••••••---...••.....
...
••••••1111111••11111111111115•M•Meil
pope
%, jr.
Uncle Jeff's Clothing Dept.
IA
Skis
Shirts
20%
169"

P

HIGHWAY 64' --MURRAY, KY

I

LIII ACII

III

P

11

Uncle eff's
Sporting Goods
Has A Vast
Selection Of
Your Sporting Needs
All At Low
Discount Prices.

ome items not exact; as •ictured

oar T:.rrrnzucT

Men's Knit
Pullover

Entire Stock
Girl's

Summerwear

Reg. $1199

OH

Sale Priced'
At Only'.

Tops, Shorts,
Flalters, Tube Tops,
Toddler Sizes 2T-41
Girls Sizes 4-6X

Minn
Kota
Trolling
Motors 110410
35

A Pair

$888

At Uncle Jeff's
Low Low Price

S-M-L-XL

Ladies Casual
Great Savings
To School
Shoes For Back
Sizes S-10

200
/
Cricket At Uncle Jeff's
Cages Low Price

C)Off

Ladies Sleeveless

Dusters

3 Styles

Shad
Fish
Nets

Sale Priced At Only

Ski
Ropes
$667

$500
Latch Hook Kits

Boy's Knit
,Pullover

Reg. 13.99
Sale

Shirts

25%

$988
U.
.
a

Off

At Uncle Jeff's
Low Price

Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hardware, paint, automotive, plumbing, electrical,
sporting goods, health and beauty aids, housewares, clothing and shoes, toys, a complete camera departmentand the lowest priced discount pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount Prices.

Sizes 4-18
Loy-A-Way
Now For
Bock To School

II
•
•
MI

di Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
Uncle
Jeff's
Has
Tools...
Tools...
Tools...

•ri

B ac
HI IJ Leaf
Termite
Killer Spray
4500 Chlordane
/
1
2 Gal. Cans

Whatever
You Need...
We Have It At

Sakrete
Concrete
Mix

$1 9
9
9

Sakrete
Concrete
Mix

Sevin 5
Dust
2 Lb. Bag
Only

$2so
Ili,

Uncle Jeff's
Complete
Is
With
All Your Painting
Needs!
GREAT BUYS!

For Car Air
Conditioning Systems
14 oz. can

\

Sevin 5 Dust
4 lb. Bog

1 99

$
Only

Decorative
Landscape

Peebles
50 Lb. Bag
Reg. $2.67
Special

1 67

$

tow

24, 28, 32, 36"
Widths
76 & 84' Lengths
Start At

•
1111-vrorm
i• is •iime
orra •
••••••••

41111M1111111111Ill

Large Selection
Rural & City

Mail
Boxes
Black, White,
And Aluminum
Finishes

LIME
e.zril

and
Aluminum

Screen
Wire

Lawn
and
Garden
Equipment

DISCOUNT
PRICES

Adjustable Screens
18" $417 Both Adjust From
Fiberglass
20" to 33"

Uncle Jeff's
Has A Full
Supply Of

.0

Triple Action

80 Lb. Bag
Reg. $4.17

Sale

Refrigerant
12
Freon

Triple Actiqp

Vegetable
Dust
4 Lb. Bag
Kills Insects
And Disease

Mufflers, Blades,
Choke Cables, Tune-Up
Kits, Spark Plugs, etc.

SUPER
PRICES

Lawn
Lime
Free flowing
Non Burning
Extorded Release
50 Lb. Bag
Sole

Also. . .
Batteries for flashlights,
clocks, radios,
toys, calculators,
lanters. We also have
alkaline AA, AAA,
Siced C and D

All At
Discount
roll
Prices
icilluoir•••••••••inwro•••••••••••Lic•••••••:
arsisarir11
ILliumE111•••••••••••••••••11•11111191•1111•

$429

I

••••111_1111•11a.
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You've Tried
The Rest
Now Try
The Best!

Dean)
By Abigail Van Buren

P-

"Angel" Pilots Create
Airline of Life
DEAR READERS: While reading the Sacramento
Bee, which carries My column, an interesting item by
Max Miller caught my eye. It seems that while Tom
Goodwin, a Sacramento businessman was enjoying
the view from his airplane one day last year. he was
struck by the notion that pilots who fly for a hobby
should be able to use their time, talent and aircraft
for something more productive than just flying
around, burning up fuel.
Then it occurred to him that many lives have been
lost because vital organs and rare blood types wait
while physicians and transplant centers try to
arrange commercial transportation — a service that
is simply not available in many isolated areas of the
state.
Goodwin then conceived the idea of mobilizing the
skills and aircraft of private pilots to provide a
network of air, transportation for human organs,
tissue and blood — on a volunteer basis.
Thus was born the idea of AirLifeLine, a non-profit
organization of pilots working with doctors and
hospitals to provide free airfield-to-airfield service..
in medical emergencies.
So far 35 aviation pilots in Sacramento have
enlisted. They donate their time, aircraft and fuel,
and are available 24 hours a day. The organization's
goal is to enroll 1,000 volunteer pilots for a statewide
transportation network.
There is no charge to the patient, donor, physician
or medical facility. AirLifeLine, 1005 8th St., Suite
302. Sacramento, Calif., 95814, depends entirely on
donations, so if there are any "angels" out there,
your tax-deductible contributions would be welcomed with "open wings." And wouldn't it be wonderful if this idea caught on in other parts of the
country?
ABBY
DEAR ABBy: My husband of 40 years says I have hangups about sex. I say the hang-ups are his, not mine.
Since menopause, my interest in sex is zero. He wants me
to go with him to a motel where Sexy movies are available
on TV. He says if that doesn't turn me on, nothing will. I think I would respond more to dinner out, a little wine,
soft music and sweet nothings whispered in my ear.
What is your opinion?
NO HANG-UPS

a.e
rlse 111,i Tr tuna Oventottos
A .L1 ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS
W

1401 W. Main•Phone 753-4682

Fri. & Set 8.5
Op.. 11.7 Moo..Tbors.

These Special Prices Are Available Because Of Manufactures Decline In
Prices.

Choice Of 1 With
512.50 Order

j

imal

v6.4\L'a‘4611,

Chaimin

Charmin or
White Cloud

w

•

Limit 2

I

Showboat

libbt Vienne

labovr,
Lebo,

Yle11112
Lwow; sausage

SAUS GE

DEAR NO: Compromise. First have dinner out, a
little winr, soft music and the sweet nothings. And if
that doesh't turn you on. go to the motel and turn on
the TV.

14', 07

99C

3189'
39'

5 Oz

Kosher

PINEAPPLE,

59c

#14OWN
15', Oz

1A3liK
CHOPS
$139

290z.

69'

Welch's Grape

JUICE

40o,

$149

CONFIDENTIAL TO WHAT'S WRONG WITH ME?:
You, like many men today, feel threatened if you
admit you need a woman. Get July's Redbook magazine and read a wonderful article about women, men
and success by Mario Thomas. In it, she says, "Men
somehow think that by needing a woman, they will
give her power over them that no one has had since
Mom.
"If she's smart, she can fool me.
"If she's strong, she can hurt me.
"If she's free, she can leave me."

5 Lb Bag

N.Y

. 120z.

189

TEA BAGS
DETERGENT.

100 Ct

Oxydol Washing

5169
49 Oz

49'
49'

"4"

MACKERAL

150z

7 Oz.

4 Roll Pkg.

Al Meat
vviiiERs
794
Krey

$1 19

Eatwel Jack

59'

...atowea./
U. S. Choice
Boneless

12 oz.

SHOULDER
STEAK

Musselman s

APPLESAUCE

150z.

39'

Gold Medal Plain or Self Rising

FLOUR

Hyde Park

MILK

gol

fora
brighter future...

Nabisco Oreo

MILK

COOKIES.

a.

Hyde Park

Take this money making
tip: Place your savings
in a

30 Month Certificate

MIX

$149

a

sz•

$ 29
Lb

5119
16 Oz

9.50%
Compounded Deity

$329

CHICKEN

Hopkinsville Federal
Savings & Loan Assn.
MURRAY DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
7th and Main
753-7921

MURRAY SOUTH
715135R0A N
i2
CtH
h st.
753-1214

yon

1

$329
Lb

Economy Ground

Owen

LIVERS

Lb

'239

CRACKERS

7 Oz

79c

Fancy Home Grown

Home Grown

PEACHES
NECIARINt.S.
Ice Cold

$189

BBOsCelfs ICKEN
Owen s Best

89' BBO HAM

$1 29

Delicious Calif

Owens Best

BBO RIBS

Chicken

929

BREASTS

BACON...
BEEF

15o,

TOMATOES.

Owens Best Oven Baked Turkey
Lb

Nabisco Double Stuff

PRODUCE

Owens Best 9 Pcs. Whole Fried

HAM
Br

-71

DEL
Owens Best Oven Baked

Effective Annual Yield 9.965%

LB.

Nabisco New Snack Shape Snack

NEWTONS

gal

Country Style

subm antijil ink,'penalty For Early
Certificate Withdrawal

$1 98
OREO'S

19 Oz

Nabisco Fig

You've Tried The Rest Now Try The Best

SPARE RIBS

32 Oz

89'
99'

. . gal

Hyde Park Homogenized

BUTTERMILK

5 Lb.

Aunt Jemima Complete Pancake

Hyde Park Lo-Cal Green Top

MILK

79'
79'
97'

.. 71
/
4 Oz.

Ty011iik TISSUE

LB.

13'. Or

$139

PEANUTS

PRETZELS

Pork Loin

ROAST

Pet Evaporated

MILK

$249

Planters Corn Chips &

411

SALT

..

PEANUTS

BALLS & CURLS

,

111V

Ice Cream

240z.

Planters Family Size

Planters Cheese

EN

DEAR SEVENTEEN: Try this: "I'm flattered that
you want to date me again, but I can't accept another
date with you because it's obvious that you're looking
for a girlfriend and I think of you as only a friend.
In other words, the chemistry between us isn't right
for romance."

79'

Hyde Park

PEACHES

4

24 Oz.

Planters Dry Roasted

PINEAPPLE

Del Monte'a or Slices

nter

Hyde Pork Pancake

Del Monte

(Sliced, Crushed or Chunk)

.

69'

32 Oz

s

DEAR ABBY: What do you say to a guy in the following
situation? You don't particularly care for him, but he keeps
asking and asking for a date,so you finally go out with him.
You found him an OK guy but boring. You know for sure you
don't want to go out with him 'again, but when he says good
night he asks you for a date for next Friday night.
,If you say you're busy, he asks you what you're doing next
Saturday, or Sunday, or Monday, and so on. You can't tell
him you're busy every night for three weeks. I know this guy
really likes me in a way I can't like him.
You hate to hurt his feelings, but you don't want to date
him again because you know he would like you to be his
girlfriend, but you don't want him for a boyfriend.
Please tell me the exact words to use, because I honestly
don't know what to say. Besides, I have no guts.
SEVENTEEN AND NO GUTS

Limit 1

Can

Syrup

24 Oz

SPEARS

th

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

V Ia s t Kosher

79c
All Flavors 46 Oz

PORK-N-BEANS

3Lb

With $12.50 Adaitional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

*4,4

DRINK

CRISCO
$1 69

Limit 2 Doz.

or.?

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco A Dairy Products

Hi-C Fruit

Grade 'A' Large

EGGS
02.39

TOILET
TISSUE
69

4Roll Pkg.

2./

All 3 With
$35.00 Order

Bonus Special Both With
$25.00 Order

$329
Lb

WATERMELONS
lg Calif.

LIMES

OCCT

i%ftesv AtIAII A011 C
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Brannon Withstands Heat, Whiffs 11

Murray Wins Little League Game

lov"ft
.......7
FIRST BASEMAN DAVID DILL squeezes the last out for
Murray in its extra-inning 5-1 win over Carlisle County in
the district tournament last night.

By DAVID HIBBITIN
Sports Editor
FULTON, Ky. — Exhibiting
composure far beyond his
years, Murray Little League
All-Star pitcher Jimmy Brannon overcame his team's hitting sluggishness by striking
out 11 batters as his team won
the second game of the district
tournament last night by a 5-1
score over Carlisle County.
Brannon had to hold steady
through seven torrid innings
that would catch up with most
experienced pitchers but he
actually got stronger as the
game elapsed into the later innings, striking out nine in the
last five innings.
He was also endowed with a
• -"

THE PERFECT RELAY culminates in Murray catcher Mark West putting the tag on
a
Carlisle County runner trying to score his team's first run in the first inning,

couple of breaks, which, at the
time they happened, may not
have seemed as significant as
they later proved.
In the first inning, Carlisle
had runners on first and second base when a single was
lashed at left fielder Mark
Miller. Miller fired the ball
perfectly to shortstop Jimmy
Kelley, who relayed another
perfect throw to catcher Mark
West.
Then in the critical sixth inning, a leadoff grounder to
Murray third baseman Greg
Futrell took a high bounce off
the bag, but he still managed
to field the ball cleanly and
fire a perfect throw to first

tonight.
"I thought he did a good job
keeping his composure. He
was in control of the game. He
has worked real hard the last
two weeks."
"When he (Brannon) threw
that first strike (before striking out the next batter after
the homer), it was the first
time I've ever seen that at that
age in such a pressure situation," coach Jeff Oakley added.
Suddenly sparked by Brannon's recovery, the Murray
bats came alive in the seventh
inning.
Greg Futrell led off with a
solid single to left field before

Chuck Adams took the signal
to sacrifice him to second
base. But Adams popped up
his bunt attempt between the
Ditcher and third base, and it
managed to fall safely as he
reached first.
A walk to Ed Hendon followed before David Dill stepped
to the plate and hit a hard
grounder to the second
baseman. When the ball was
misplayed, all three baserw-iners came in to score, and Dill
ended up safe at third.
West also praised his
defense for the way it handled
itself,-especially on the relay
from left field and on the play
by Futrell.

"The play by Futrell kept us
in it," West said. "Another
play that we needed later was
the relay from Miller to Kelley
to West."
West also had a warning for
his team, which he said had
had a bad practice the day
before and was not prepared
to hit a Carlisle County pitcher
who he said was not as tough
as the ones Murray will face
later in the tournament.
"At the plate, we were just
not sharp," he said. "We've
got to go back to the drawing
board. I've been in games like
this before when if the team
goofs off, it can lose."

Watson Plays Brutal Conditions
To Take Early Lead With A 68

MUIRFIELD, Scotland
(AP) — Tom Watson, his
'pants-legs soaked to the knees
by the cold rains that swept
Muirfield's links, fired a 3under-par 68 today and moved
into the early first-round lead
in the 109th British Open Golf
Championship.
With well over half the international field of 151 still out on
the course in the dreadful conditions — wind, rain and cold,
a combination that Jack
-Nicklaus called "the worst
day in a British Open since
1964" — Watson held a 1stroke lead over Vicente Fernandez of Argentina and two
young Britons, Nick Faldo and
Glenn Ralph,
Ealdo, 23, birdied his last
two holes for his 69, while the
obscure Ralph had to overcome a bogey-bogey start with
some putting heroics. Fer-

BULLETEI
WEST KENTUCKY RURAL
TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE
COOPERATION
WILL HOLD ITS
ANNUAL MEETING
SATURDAY EVENING
JULY 19, 7:00 P.M.
at the

MAYFIELD HIGH SCHOOL
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
Election of Trustees will take place
during the business meeting
Several gift certificates and extension
telephone service free for one year will
be awarded at the close of the business
session
Refreshments will be served

i

base to beat the runner by a
step.
That play was most fortunate because Kevin Brower,
the next batter, stepped up
and rode a Brannon pitch over
the centerfield fence to tie the
game.
But before gloom could take
over, Brannon came back to
fire a strike past the next batter on the first pitch before
striking him out and getting
the next hitter on a line drive
to first baseman David Dill.
"A lot of 12-year-olds would
blow up ( after giving up a
home run),"- Murray coach
Steve West said. "Jimmy had
several tough situations

All members are urged to attend this an-nual members meeting

nandez, once a regular on the
American PGA Tour until he
lost his playing rights because
of lack of performance, saved
his round with a great,
scrambling par on the 18th.
While Watson, the game's
outstanding performer over
the past 3'-2 seasons, was moving to the front, two of the
other pre-tournament
favorites — " Nicklaus and
defending titleholder Seve
Ballesteros of Spain — were
having their problems.
Nicklaus, a record-setting
winner in the U.S. Open a
month ago, shot a 73, 2 over
par. Ballesteros, who holds
both the British Open and
Masters titles, had a 72.
Lee Trevino, who won the
1972 British Open the last time
it was played here, was one of
the last men in the field off the
tee. Despite the miserable

conditions, he was 1 under par money winner on the U.S. pro
after four holes.'
tour since 1977.
Mark Hayes, a former win"If you're in the lead, you
ner of the American Tourna- can afford to make a mistake.
ment Players Championship, I'm not saying I don't feel
was the first man to get pressure. It affects everyone.
started early this morning and In my case, it makes me speed
finished his wildly erratic lip a little bit..
round of 70 before the weather
"But I can control that pretreached its worst.
ty well and I don't fear
'I want to be in the lead in' pressure."
every round. That's the only
Apart from Nicklaus, Watway to be a winner," said Wat- son faces the assorted talents
son, who with Jack Nicklaus is of the defending champion
co-favorite to carry off the Seve Ballesteros of Spain, the
world's oldest and most mercurial Lee Trevino, South
revered
- Africa's durable Gary Player,
title.
Watson made clear he is no Japan's gritty Isao Aoki, who
subscriber to the theory of finished second to Nicklaus in
tucking in behind the leaders last month's U.S. Open, and
and saving the crucial charge the gifted Texan Ben Crenfor a later round.
shaw, whom many think is on
"I don't agree with players the brink of his first major golf
who talk like that," said the title.
30-year-old two-time winner of
PGA champion David
the British Open, and leading Graham of Australia also has

AS

UNCLE LEE DISCOUNT

GARDEN CENTER
Hwy. 79 East
Paris, Tn.

NORFOLK ISLAND PINE
36" Tall
Limit
m$4499
2
Reg.

to be reckoned with as well as
a whole squad of Americans'
including Tom Weiskopf,,
Johnny Miller, Andy Bean,
Hubert Green, Lon Hinkle,
Tom Kite, John Mahaffey,
Larry Nelson, Jerry Pate and
George Burns.

Name Omitted
From Murray
Cheerleaders
In yesterday's pictures of
the Murray cheerleading
squads which are going to the
Ole Miss camp this coming
weekend, Carol Spann's name
was omitted from the Aline
for the junior varsity squad.
Spann was the second from
the right on the back row,
between Jill Morris and Rebbie Houston.

Prices Good While Quantities Last
No Rain Checks
Sale
Runs
Thru
Wed. 23rd
No Dealers Please

RAPID GRO

PLANT FOOD
2 Lb. Can

$200
7
Sale$2

5 H.P.
CHAIN DRIVE

TILLER
ENGINE: 5 H.P. Briggs and Stratton. EasySpin Recoil Starter. Oil foam Air Cleaner,
DRIVE: Efficient Three (31 Step Chain Drive.
TINES; 13" Slasher, Expandable 26" to
28". TRANSMISSION: Heavy Stomped Steel.
STABIllER: Swinging or Fiend Position with
fold-Up Adjustable Stoke. CONTROLS: Rod
Type with Stick Shift on handle Panel for
East of Operation. TRANSPORT WHEELS:
10" Steel Wheels, Easily Adjusted Up and
Down with Clovis Pin for Correct Tiller
Operation. THROTTLE: Remote Throttle on
Handle Panel.

ACME /
1
2 GALLON

WEED NO-MORE
Reg $3.99

$1 99

Reg. $299.00
7 To Sell

ud.$220"
LAWN & GARDEN
EDGING
20 Ft. Roll
Reg. $6.99

$399

11
1

VERTAGREEN
FERTILIZER
5 Lb. Box
Reg. $1.47
Rose Food
Tomato Food
Lawn 8, Garden Food
Your Choice

2 $100
Far

Limit 10
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'Awkward' Walk Runs Win Streak To Six
Philadelphia scored once
more in the fourth and again
in the sixth.
In other National League
Several times during the
games, Montreal downed Cingame, Bob Walk felt like a
cinnati 6-4, Pittsburgh
rookie, pitcher should defeated San Francisco 3-1,
awkward. Unfortunately for
Chicago whipped Los Angeles
Lhe Houston Astros, Walk
4-1, Atlanta beat New York 5-2
doesn't run scared.
and St. Louis blanked San
streak
victory
his
ran
Walk
Diego 3-0.
to six without a loss WednesExpos 6, Reds 4
threea
day night, hurling
Montreal clung to a one-half
the
hitter that propelled
game lead over Pittsburgh in
Philadelphia Phillies to a 4-2
the NL East as Ellis Valentine
Pete
first.
the
in
runs
two
for
victory over the Astros.
and scored
Rose doubled and scored on a drove in two runs
inof
pair
a
only
Expos.
He yielded
by Bake McBride. two more to pace the
single
a
and
Cruz
Jose
field singles to
Steve Rogers, 11-6, survived
to third on a
went
McBride
in
Howe
two-run homer to Art
by Ray Knight,
single by Keith Moreland and solo homers
the fourth inning.
Maddox's Joe Nolan and Sam Mejias in
Garry
on
scored
"The first two batters in
the seventh to post the victory.
ground ball.
that inning, everything was
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer

.)

-71

really smooth, but then all of a
sudden 1 felt awkward," the
23-year-old right-hander said.
"That happened to me a couple of times tonight, but now
I'm able to ignore those
things."
The Phils got to Houston
right-hander Ken Forsch, 8-9,

NI Roundup

-CALLOWAY SOCCER
CO-CHAMPIONS OF THE UPPER DIVISION OF THE MURRAY
ay, for first place in
Wednesd
pictured
Kickers,
the
tied
ASSOCIATION - The Flames
ay, were the winners of
the group for grades 4-7. The Flyers, also pictured Wednesd
row, left to right, Santhe lower division for grades 1-3. Above for the Flames are front
Toniya Thomas, Kim
on,
Penningt
Gina
Morris,
Stacey
Hopkins,
dy Collins, Debra
row, Mellissa Gray,
Greene, Lee Holcomb, Leslie Borge, Andrea Galloway; second
Mary Grasty, Kendra
Michelle Garland, Amy Johnson, Sherry Meadows, Nancy Smith,
Carol Thurmond. Not
Thurmond, Laura Cella; back row, Coaches Kenneth and
present was Megan Cappock.

SALE

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

RoadHandler
Radial Tires
$15 to $29 off

California 6-2.
By BRUCE LOWITt
Blue Jays 5, Mariners 0
AP Sports Writer
"This was by far the best
"For it's one ... two .., but
game I've ever had, the best
where's that ol' third strike?
game I've ever pitched, no
Stone
Steve
's
Baltimore
7
AID
0 45
Sin Frindsoo
as
finally found it about a year doubt about it," Dave Steib
.09
3948
Adm.
.420 13
V 51
am Diego
ago, and he's been almost said after baffling Seattle with
Werkeedars Games
a three-hitter. Refaced just 28
unbeatable since then.
Chicago 4, L. Angeles 1
When the Orioles ripped batters, one over the
Pitstargh 3, San Francisco 1
Atlanta 5, New Yort 2
Milwaukee 10-4 Wednesday minimum, and the Blue Jays
Maitre. 6, Chaim. 4
night it was Stone's 12th supported him with four douSlime 3. San Diego 0
Philaidelptaa 4, Halton 2
straight victory, his 14th in 17 ble plays.
Thersday's Games
"
John Mayberry ripped a
decisions this year and his
las Angeles t&Ron 6-2) at Chicago
19th in the last 22, dating back pair of home runs, a two-run
tarry 8-7)
San Francisio (Bordley 24) at Pittsshot in the third inning and a
to last July 22.
burgh (Baby 111),(n)
basesempty shot in the eighth.
New Yo. Paella 2-0) at Atlanta (MaRoyals 5,Red Sox 1 •
0th 64),(n)
Matteil (Sanderaon 84) at (Se01111110
George Brett, Kansas City's
(LAC= 54), In)
sluggger, was forced to the
San Diego (Wise 3-4) at Wats Mad
34),
"I owe a great debt to Ray sidelines for a month with
Horton
14.41
at
(Carlton
Philadelphia
Miller. He's the greatest pit- damaged ligaments in his
(Niekro 147),(n)
ching coach I've had," said ankle. But he's now hitting at
a sensational .655 clip- 19 for
Stone.
Rick Dempsey drove in five 29- in seven games.
He had a triple, double, two
• runs for the Orioles with a
By The Amsebled Plea
tworun double in the second singles and a run batted in and
BASEBALL
inning and a three-run homer Darrell Porter drove in two
Mae..League
runs with a homer and A douCLEVELAND INDIANS-Sent Dell in the sixth.
Alston, outfielder, to 'Tacoma at the Pacific
e in the American ble.
Elsewher
Ccest Leagte and called ir Gary Gray,first
Rangers 11, White Sox 3
League Wednesday night,
baseman-outfielder.
Texas, not satisfied with
Naked breve
Toronto blanked Seattle 5-0,
J.R.
ced
ASTROS-Pla
'
HOUSTON
Kansas City beat Boston 5-1, scoring five runs in the fourth
Richard,pitcher on the 21-day disabled
Texas trampled Chicago 11-3, inning off Richard Dotson,
BASKETBALL
National ElakettallMeocation
New York mauled Minnesota three of them on Dave
ned
Mike
NEW YORE KNICICS-Sig
11-1, Detroit defeated Oakland Robert's homer, scored five
Woodman,forward,to a multi-yea- contract
FOOTBALL
7-2 and Cleveland turned back more off Ken Kravec and

Major Leagues At A Glance

$4688

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
Pct, GB
L
W
KO
A 79
New York
Ms
.568
A
48
Milwaukee
.543 10
37
44
Detroit
10
.541
33
46
Baltimore
.518 12
44. 41
Roam
02 15
40 43
Cleveland
434 19
36 47
Tama
WEST
0:18
53 34
Kansas Qty
477
41 45
Texas
1
165 12,
40 46
Chicago
.5
12)
465
40
46
Manesnta
s
455 1.3,
40
48
Oakland
419 1641
36 50
Seattle
.376 20
32 53
Calgary.
Wedmaday's Games
Kansas Oly 5, Baton 1
New York 11, Minnesota 1
Baltunore 10, Milwaukee 1
l'exas 11. Chicago 3
veland 6, Oildomia 2
Detrol7. Oakland 2
Toronto S. Seat.0
Tkanday's Eames
) at MilBaltimore (DIslartiner
9-3)
(Travers
waukee
Detroit (Miens 11-7) at (aldand INorres 11-6)
KAMA City (Martin 461 at Baton
dor31), in)
Afirmemots (Zahn 3101 at New York
1 Jahn 113), In)
at IMias
Ctkago illarngarten
(Perry V), In)
Cleveland (Bart. 8-7) at California
(Knapp 24), in
Tororto astrabella 481 at Seattle IBwc
Maier
NATIONAL I VAGUE
EAST
Pet GB
L
W
.554 46 37
Maltreat
.547
47 39
Pitabirgh
1
.542
45
Phtladegtaa
5
.404
42 43
New York
437
10
40
38
Louis
a
.422 11
A 48
Chaim
WEST
.570
O 37
Houston
.SEU
40 33
Lce Angeles
5,1
.506
41 43
Cincinnati

4.1,'410 4 p

41 Federal Excise Tax
)111ER SIZES ON SALE
TO FIT MOST CARS

Two impact-resistantsteel belts, two radial
body plies.

Sears "48"
12-v. Battery
Cut $10
99
St; 546
witb trade-in batter'

Constructed to deliver
fast starts, long life
TIRE,BATTERY ••
SHOCK ABSORBER
INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE,
WHEEL BALANCE
• Shipping, install...3n •str• •
Ash •13out Se•rs credit plon• •
Pnves itre catalog prtres• Now on
sale in our "11- and "111- catalog
supplements

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Hack

Sears
•LAY 111.0.114

Stone Finally Finds Third
Strike, Wins 12th In Row

M.E

AUTOMOTIVE
CENTER
Bel Air Shop Cu,.
75 3- 23 1 0

ia- BYRON'S

stitior

Transactions

Nat..Football League
DETROIT LIONS-Claimed Ray
Oldlam, free safety. on walvera bum the
New York Gisela
HOUSTON OILERS-Released Tony
Towns and Carl Estelle, linebackers; Bran
Barnes, David &hem and Mire Espatto,
ruming backs; Billy Jo Easter, &wave
tackle: and Clay Lowry and Jeff Shockley,
wide receivers

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

Olympic Plaza

506 N 12th Murray, Ky.

Al. Roundup

Phone 753-2380

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Heartburn?
Try

stEs1

LUVS
•

Gaviscon

GAVISCOI

59
$2
Each

Antacid Tablets

$349
Limit Om

Limit
One

Bottle Of 100

Colgate
Fluoride

Vaseline
Intensive
Care

Col ate;
Toothpaste

10 oz

99°

701.

Chlor- 34
Trimetor
ALLERGY
Tablets

'MORIN F0011404511

99°

ChlorTrimeton
For Hay Fever/Allergy
Symptoms
4mgs No.24

Limit
One

ThermoTabs
Buffered
Salt
Tablets
For Heat
Fatigue

Limit One

Open
9-9
Mon.-Sat.
and
1-6
Sundays

, it ,
1 0 ' 'i:::
,ikila• ,. . ,'

•

•

L'Oreal
Eye Shadow,
Mascara,
Eye Crayons

i- LORAL $10°
01101111 --...•ika-limit One

1

swith ccetsP0o I

Prices Good Thru July 24,1980

_.1

Bench Gets
Telegram
By JOE KAY
AP Sports Writer
CINCINNATI (AP) Johnny Bench opened the
telegram, read it quickly,
smiled, then tacked it up on
his dressing stall.
Of the hundreds of wellwishes that poured in for his
record-setting 314th home run
as a catcher the night before,
this one received prominence.
"Congratulations on breaking my home run record,"
said the message on the yellow
paper. "I always thought the
record would stand until it was
broken. It couldn't happen to a
nicer guy.
"Best of luck the rest of the
season, but take it easy on
Dale (Berra, Pittsburgh infielder) and the Pirates.
Maybe we'll see you in October."
It was signed simply,
"Yogi."
"A lot of people asked me
last night if I had heard from
Yogi," said Bench, referring
to the former record-holder,
New York Yankee catcher
Lawrence Peter "Yogi"
Berra.
The telegram was waiting
when Bench came to the Cincinnati clubhouse Wednesday
afternoon.
"It's a unique feeling coming from a guy like Yogi, who
has been a friend and seemed
so far in the distance," said
Bench, a Yankee fan while
growing up in Oklahoma.
Bench said he was unaware
of closing in on Berra's career
home run mark for a catcher
until earlier this season, when
the totals were listed on the
scoreboard.
"I didn't think about the
home run record as a catcher
or anything else," Bench said.
"Up until recently, the opportunity just didn't come up. I
had those back problems lait
season, but I still managed to
get a few homers toward _the
end.
"I knew Yogi had 358
homers, but I didn't know how
many were ass catcher."
There was no question Tuesday night, when Bench came
to bat in the fifth against Montreal's David Palmer. He met
the first pitch with a mighty
swing, sending the ball arching majestically into the
night sky.

Larry Parrish homered for
the Expos.
Pirates 3, Giants 1
John Milner cracked a tworun single in the first inning
and scored Pittsburgh's third
run in the sixth on Bill
Madlock's sacrifice fly, giving
the Pirates their seventh victory in nine games.
Bert Blyleven and Grant
Jackson combined to quiet the
Giants on eight hits.
, Cubs 4, Dodgers 1
Rick Reuschel tossed a
seven-hitter, striking out eight
for his third complete game of
the season, as the Cubs stifled
Los Angeles.
The Cubs broke a 1-1 tie with
two runs in the sixth. Los
Angeles shortstop Bill Russell
committed a fielding and

Lamarr Hoyt in the fifth to
bury the White Sox.
Rusty Staub went 4-for-4,
driving in three runs.
Yankees 11, Twins 3
After Reggie Jackson walked to lead off the fourth inning,
New York rapped out six
straight singles. One of them,
by Bucky Dent, drove home
two runs.
Bob Watson's three-run triple capped the seven-run explosion.
Tigers 7, A's 2
Milt Wilcox limited Oakland
to one hit in three innings- a
two-run single by Mario Guerrero in the second inning before pulling a hip muscle,
then rookie Roger Weaver
came on to complete the
Tigers' threehitter.
Detroit scored five in the fifth, three on a homer by Lance
Parrish,
Indians 6, Angels 2
Wayne Garland pitched a
sbihitter and Jorge Orta drove
in two runs with a double and a
single in Cleveland's triumph.
Orta singled home Miguel
Dilone to trigger a four-run
fourth inning,and they hit consecutive run-scoring doubles
in a tworun fifth.

throwing error on the same
play to allow one run to score.
Braves 5, Meta 2
Bob Horner slugged two solo
homers, giving him 14 for the
season and nine in 16 games,
and Gary Matthews added a
two-run shot to pace Atlanta
past the Mets.
Larry
Left-hander
McWilliams scattered eight
hits for the victory, and Metz
righthander Craig Swan was
the loser.
Cardinals 3,Padres 0
Pete Vuckevich tossed a sixhit shutout and provided
himself with all the offense he
needed by scoring a run and
bunting one home.
Vuckovich struck out five
and walked two in earning his
second shutout of the season.

Drive the new
Audi5000 Diesel.

Up 0 514 miles
around town
on a single fill-up.
Up to 673,
on the highway.
EPA estimated mileage ot

• /lived on the 198 gallon fuel Ian), and 1978
highway Compare these figures
11) mpg and an estimated 34 mpg on the
Mileage varies with speed weather
with the estimated mpg of one cars
probably be less
and trip length Highway mpg will

See it now at
1100 Chestnut

CARROLL VWAudi-Mazda 753-8850

Sports Saver
d
n
e
k
e
e
W
Out

Close

Close-Out

This
Isn't
Like
Any
Ordinary
Sale

It's
Bigger
And
Better
Than
Last
Year

TWO DAYS
ONLY
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Several Items Way Below Cost

Shirts
T
s
3k°4e
C
viA
uset
Innis Shirts
sy0

stMS
z
fogp
J

S°\S

Shots
\4\
y
)
C
\
StO
o#s
Weal
Nte Ctk
DON'T MISS OUR BIG ONCE A YEAR SALE
IN STORE
DOES NOT INCLUDE ALL MERCHANDISE

DENNISON - HUNT
1203 Chestnut

SPmting

..i,,,,,Lythinn for that SPORT in YOUR lite."

......1•••••••411111401M

Goods

753 8844

•
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U.S. Effort To Turn Its Back
On Olympics Not Total Success
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
MOSCOW (AP) — The
United States government's
effort to totally turn its back
on the XXII Summer Olympics has not met with total success.
First came the International
Olympic Committee's vow to
raise the American flag at the
closing ceremonies and then
the decision by three U.S.
citizens from Puerto Rico to
march in Saturday's opening
ceremonies.
Boxers Alberto Mercado,
Luis Pizzaro and Jose Molina
— the only Puerto Rican
athletes here — defied President Carter's boycott and
their own country's endorsement' of that policy bycoming to compete in the
Games, which take to the
playing fields and arenas on
Sunday. And the three said
Wednesday they planned to
march behind the Puerto
Rican flag at the opening
ceremonies.
The symbolism of boycotting the opening ceremonies,
or at least parading behind the
nonpolitical IOC banner, was
considered a slap at the Soviet
hosts for their military intervention in Afghanistan.
Besides the three Puerto
Rican fighters, the Australian
delegation reversed its stance
Wednesday and decided to
have its entire 190-member
team appear in the traditional
pageant that launches every
Olympic Games.
"We debated the matter
and conferred with delegations from the -western na-

bons,- said Phil Coles,
manager of the Australian
team, which defied its government's call to boycott the
Games."We thought we could
follow their lead but, when
some of them seemed indecisive, we mad the decision to let our entire team participate.
"I think there's some
weakening among those who
planned not to participate in
the opening ceremonies."
Australia had been one of 16
nations which had informed
the IOC that it would participate in the opening
ceremonies with only its name
and the IOC banner. The majority of the other 15 countries
were holding fast to this symbolic gesture.
Team leaders from Britain,
France and Italy said they had
not changed their minds and
would still play down the opening ceremonies, but officials
from Belgium and Ireland
were uncertain of their plans,
awaiting a meeting of western
teams on Friday night.
Wednesday's
apparent
weakening of the movement to
stage some form of protest of
the Soviet military actioh
followed by one day the IOC's
announced intention to raise
the American flag at the closing ceremonies. The flagraising will be over the strong
objections of the U.S. government, although the IOC considered it mere protocol since
tradition requires hoisting the
colors of the next host just as
the current Games.are closing
down.
"I believe the IOC is the

owner of the Olympic Games
and the Olympic ceremonies,
and I believe it is their right to
do as they please," said Peter
Ueberroth, president of the
LOS Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee.
Ueberroth appraised the
IOC Wednesday on the progress of Los Angeles in readying itself for the 1984 Summer
Games. He said the facilities
for 17 of the 21 sports were
completed, and scoffed at suggestions that the Los Angeles
Games have been jeopardized
by the American-sponsored
boycott of the Moscow Olympics.
"We don't think the current
problems will have an oiierlap
effect. We have been assured
from all quarters that there is
no danger to the Games in Los
Angeles."
The current problems — and
the fear that they will continually surface and finally
kill the Olympic movement —
were thrust into the lap of
Juan Antonio Samaranch of
Spain, who was elected president of the IOC Wednesday.
"Of course the Olympic
movement has difficulties to
go through, but the Olympic
flag Will be higher, higher,
higher," said Samaranch, who
won election on the first ballot,
one day before his 60th birthday.
Samaranch is the current
ambassador to the Soviet
Union, but he said he would
resign that post to devote his
full energies to shoring up an
Olympic movement that has
been beset by political intrusions and inflationary costs
that threaten its very existence.

Shug Jordan,
Retired Coach
At Auburn,
Dies Today
1975 Harley Sportster
$2450.00
1979 Bonneville
4 door, power brakes, power window, air
condition

$4750.00
1979 Chevrolet Impala
Air condition, power brakes, power steering

$4275.00

—51-5-So74M

AUBURN, Ala. (AP) —
Retired Auburn football Coach
Ralph "Shug" Jordan died
early today after a long illness.
Funeral arrangements were
incomplete.
There were reports earlier
this month that Jordan, 69,
was suffering from acute
leukemia. A heart pacemaker
was installed last spring after
Jordan suffered a heart attack
while in a Birmingham
hospital for tests.
Jordan, one of the legendary
football figures in the South,
compiled a record of 175-83-7
during his 25 yeas as head
coach of the Tigers. He retired
at the end of the 1975 season.
A tough field master with a
colorful, gentlemanly manner
away from the field, Jordan
turned Auburn from a
Conference
Southeastern
cellar club into a consistent
Top 10 contender, winning the
national championship in 1957.

Rig
Mac's

FISH STRINGERS

Cadmium-plated swivel chain stringer with 9
snaps and swivels.

Reg. 79°

Sale

29E0

ROD HOLDERS

master charge
,.e

3 For 2
Lure Sale

For storing fishing rods
in boots or in recreation rooms.

Buy Any Two Lures
In Stock And Get
The Third One
Of Equal Value

FREE
Sale

$1 99
Pr

CYPRESS GARDENS WATER SKIS

Dick Pope Jr. Family Skis
World's most popular combination pair Attractive hardwood pattern with
solid edge-glued construction. Tapered for good slalom performance
Center-line improved binder

Reg. 79.95 Pr.
Sole

$c050
eir
Pf

All boat covers are heavy cotton drill fabric with
attached motor cover. 14 sizes in stock for
boats from 15 ft. to 20 ft.

\1
ugittmA0

Our Already
Discounted Price

bugglo you?
off?_/
bugs
they'd butt
Are
wish
Do you
if

Ow 9 Al.To 9 P.M. Daily
1 P.M. To 6 P.M. Sunday

All Heddon

$20.00 Case($1" Box) Olf

News!

-Murray, Ky. - 753-9491

,---

All Shotgun
Shells

We At
Pickens
some
Have
Shocking

Sporting Goods
and Camper Sales
Hwy.641 South

Star Brand

AMF Exercise
Bikes
Deluxe

Boat Covers

Reg. $99.95

200

0ff Marked Price

. 40 o, area Lit' wheel
Irm Rd. berf
Bwt ,eau.es only
mounted on 020 welded frame The hondle hors no plated and adtustoble for
hepht Hand grips ore durable molded Plastic There nv vii chon guard and on
easy to•operate tension control to,, wide range of resiston« Use one of the,
, White wilt,
termer; no the foundation for a sound ph,s,00ifltoes, V.I.
SPeedonieter Odometer

An
iqloo.
$6995
Products

•klos. o • I'

Are Sale
Priced

40% o„
Our Regular
Discounted
Price

PICKENS

ELECTRIC SUPPLY
PICKENS,

7000 1 1/2 Aerss
Of Coviorops
1
2 Aces
5000/

WE DELIVER

Catering To All Your
Plumbing /4 Electric Needs

901 Arcadia

753-682

All Igloo Products
Have A 3
Year Warranty

We Carry A Full.
Line of Camper
Parts & Accessories
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Thurman Family Holds Reunion AluKeita-Bar
families were made by the
By John Braswell
The Thurman Reunion for Carter Studio of Murray.
The day was one of visiting,
1900 is history. The direct
descendents, their spouses inspiration and dedication and
and close friends of J. M. our lives will forever be a little
Neice and Mary Jane Thur- bit better as a result of this
man of the East Calloway reunion.
The following persons
County area met July 5, in the
Barkley Room of the Ken-Bar represents the second, third
Inn near Kentucky Lake Dam and fourth generations of
Neice Thurman who were prefora reunion.
Most of those present had sent:
FROM THE FAMILY OF
previously read The Thurman's, A West Kentucky THE REV. JAMES HOWELL
Pioneer Fardly," a history of THURMAN: Mabel and Ben
the Thurman family, written Grubbs of Buchanan, Tenn.;
by several different family Corinne and William Samuels
members and compiled by of Lebanon Jct.; Dr. Joe and
John 0. BrIpsvrell, grandson of Carla Rexroat, Joey III and
Neice Thurman ). The history Lisa, Murray; Judy and
had brought back memories of James Hudson, Stephanie and
the old Homestead, Brandons Jimmy,Boston.
FROM THE FAMILY OF
Mill, Pottertovai, Pine Bluff,
Poplar Spring Baptist Church JOSEPH F. THURMAN:
Rudolph and Euple Thurman,
and McCuiston School.
J. M. and Mary Jane were Eva Nell Mitchell, Betty and
the parents of 15 children, 11 of Chad Stewed, Charles and
which married and reared Elsie Thurman and sons Craig
families of their own. These and Ashley, Murray; Annie
THURMAN REUNION - Grandchildren of the late J. M.(Neice) Thurman and Mary
grandchildren of Neice and Johnson, Mary and J. 0.
Jane Thurman are pictured at the recent reunion of the Thurman family held at Ken.
Mary Jane, plus their children Parker, Christine Thurman,
Bar Inn near Kentucky Dam. About 200 persons were present.
and grandchildren were pre- Maurice Thurrnan, Murray;
sent at the reunion, 200 strong. June and R. L. Perry, Larry,
Each table in the Barkley Barry and Misty Thurman,
NOW/OS IRA 7111 STATE
Room was beautifully Patricia and Billy Carr and
decorated with bouquets of children Vicky, Kenn and Anroses in milk glass vases, pro- thony Carr, Craig Calhoun,
CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION
(Including Domestic Subsidiaries)
vided and arranged by Hilda Carey Calhoun, Damon ConThurman McCuiston from her ner and Debbie Cortner,
LEGAL TITLE OF SANK
Cadiz; Juliet and Lonnie
own
rose garden.
Pacana.e• &see or Munster., Ka wrucovr
The program for the day Duke, Donald T. Duke, Scott
City
,
COUNTY
STATE
ZIP CODE
started with memories of the Duke and Doris Duke
Was',.
CAL_LOWAv
K.erruCe sr
4207 1
past with special emphasis on Furlough Nashville, Tenn.;
STATE SANK NO.
the heritage of those present Barbara and Bill Sumner,
FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT NO
CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE
Marsha, Brian and Billy,
from their grandparents.
669
8'
..1u.c 30, 1980
A prologue of pioneer days Markham,Ill.
ASSETS
11113111E2111 1
FROM THE FAMILY OF
was ably ready by William H.
I. C.ash end due from depository Institutions
=MUM
THURMAN
2. US Treasury securities
Thurman, grandson of Neice SUSIE
MMETIM 2
3 Obligations of other US Government agencies and corporations
BRASWELL: John 0. and Lee
1111,111111M2
3
Thurman.
4. Obligations of States and political subdivisions in the United States
=EMU 4
Beautiful songs from the old Braswell, Tom and Judy
S. All other securities
11111111MIMill 5
6. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell
Poplar Spring Church were Braswell and daughters Tari
1111111=11 e
7. a. Loans. Total (excluding unearned income)
WIETL111% xv X" rendered by Jeanne Thurman, and Sandy, John L. Braswell,
b. Less ellowsnce for possible loan losses
lb
.'
11•11111,111"/
vocalist; Laurel Thurman, Kennett, Mo., and Beverly
c Loans. Net
wrirrri 7C
8 Lease financing receivables
violinist; and Mrs. William H. Rucker,Memphis,Tenn.
•
illi'M s
FROM THE FAMILY OF
9 Bank premises furniture and fixtures, and other assets representing bank premises
1111111111R711 9
Thurman at the piano - a very
10 Rea) estate owned other than bank premises
.11.111.T. io
ROSA THURMAN RUSSELL:
„
touching
rendition.
11. All other assets
=NMI
I
18. TOTAL ASSETS (sum of Reels I thru 11)
Virgil McElyea, a musician Buell and Ernestine Hargis,
MENKE. 12
LIABILITIES
and
song writer in his own Almo; Willis and Sue Hargis
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
Mn011117.
13
right
had read the history of and children, Terry and
14. Time and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations)
IIIPUMM 14
15. Deposits of United States Government
15
the Thurman's and composed Michelle, Bossier City, La.;
16 Deposits of States and political subdivisions in the United States
=MM.16
a ballad of the Thurman fami- Russell hargis, Holly Cherry,
17 All other deposits
ETill
Mary Lou Morris, Fay Hurt,
15. Cer1ified and officers' checks
.
IMIll 18 ly, which told the story of our Kina Hurt, W. P. Russell, Gail
19 Total Deposits (sum of items 13 thru 15)
past.
•Irral ig
•. Total demand deposits
Illiall37311; '''NL,
190
The morning session was Russell, Murray; Aletta
Illaliall,
Nz
b Total time and savings deposits
.
19° concluded with an in- Hargis, Ronald Hargis and
20 Federal funds purchased and securities {Old under agreements to repurchase
=Utile 20
spirational and religious ser- Renita Hargis, Benton; Jane
21 Interest-bearing demand notes (note balances) issued to Me US- Treasury and
210
other liabilities for borrowed money
21
mon given by the Rev. Bill Holden of Arlington, Tenn.;
22. Mortgage indebtedness and liability for capitalized leases
n=rgril.
22
Jones,
grandson of Neice Geneva and Homer Nicholson
23. All other liabilities
23
•
.
111111111M/
24. TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and debenturea)(sum of items 19 tIlfu 23) .
Thurman. He emphasized not of Sumter, S.C.; and Mary
1101111=
411i 24
25. Subordinated notes and debentures
IMECIAI 25 - only our parental heritage, but Russell White, Cadiz.
EQUITY CAPITAL
FROM THE FAMILY OF
our spiritual heritage. He en28 Preferred stock
a No shares Outstanding METria..111 mead. iiimari! 28
THURMAN:
27 COMMOI1 Stock
a No shares authorized .1777.1.1111
couraged each of us as parents CHARLIE
.z...
3,..
(par value)11.1.16/3111 27
b No shares outstanding
and grandparents to pass on to Thelma and Pete Chi= of
28. Surplus
MEMO
:
2
the future generations the Kingsland,Texas.
29. Undivided profits and reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves
allnirTr.
FROM THE FAMILY OF
30. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 26 thru 29)
30
heritage which is ours.
31. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 24. 25 and 30)
M&M 91
A buffet dinner was served WALTER THURMAN: Orval
MEMORANDA
and Annie M. Thurman, JimMe" and immediately following the
1. Amounts outstanding as of report data
•. Standby letters of credit, total
14
noon meal, John Braswell and my and Anne Thurman, Tomb Time certificates of deposit in denominations of S100.000 or more
4
568
ib
his "Old Timers" band con- my and Barbara Troutman
c Other time deposits in amounts of S100.000 or more
330
sisting of Virgil McElyea, and children Tina, Mike and
2 Average for 30 calendar days (or calendar month) ending with report date
• Total deposits (corresponds to item 19 above)
Steve and Jo Patton, and Carl David, Paducah; Joretta and
848 2a
69
MOTE This Meer, must be based by an euthonted othear(a) awl attested as reit less than three evertors other the, Ito officals) wren Me Nese
Small
all of Kennett, Mo., Ronald Adams and children
1/lbs. the eadenarie0 offew(s) as Wen Aden that this keen of ConeMen (including the Wepettins scaedulet) is nue to the teat of we ...WV and WWI
played
music of early days, Tony and Tim, Mayfield; MyrREPORT
SIGNATURE OF OFFICER(5) AUTISORIZEp TO ION
AREA CODE/TELEPHONE NO
DATE SIGNED
some
of
the tunes which had tle Housden, Hazel; Nell and
(502) 753-3231
Jut, 14 1980
•
been played by Neice Thur- Reldon Norsworthy, Hilda and
MORT
Wilf MD T F OF
We Ma undersigned direCtorS attest the correctness Or this Report or
II(S) ALIIIKAtiF TO
Condition (including Me Supporting achedulea) and declare that it nas
man, Galen and Charlie Thur- Boyce McCuiston, Ruble and
seen examined by us slid to'the beat Of Our knowledge and belief has been
?Awe H. Eleamooe, Vice PIM•11=
/CA•11.1.1
man. They were joined by 1.averne Thurman, James
rrep
cs4da in conforrnence with
.itn;:ruCtions And is true and correct
SIGNATURE OF
SIGNATURE OE DIRECTOR
RE
E OF DIRECTOR
William H. Thurman, Jr. on Harold Thurman and sons,
the violin, who did a rendition John W. and Harold T. Thurof the Orange Blossom man, Judy and Curtis Tucker,
1
6g
. Count
CAW OWAv
Janice and John Couzens and
,,,le
Special.
Score If, and .barrihed beta, in., rhia
I47,4
end I harrhy,,rtify that lee, not an affarr in Jae,tor of Om ha
children Jennifer and Jamie,
Pictures
of
the
entire
,,,,
.4/
MARCH Z8, 1981
2.41 edNob"v POP,
gathering, plus group pictures Martha Thurman Gardner,
of each of the 11 Thurman Polly and James Lamb and
children Karen, Gary and
Paul, Murray.
FROM THE FAMILY OF
JOHN T. THURMAN: Horace
Thurman and son, Dennis
Thurman,Paducah.
FROM THE FAMILY OF
Murray's Newest
PERRY UNN THURMAN:
Educational & Child Care
William Herbert and Jean
Program For Pre-School
Thurman and Jeanne Thurman of Memphis, Tenn.;
Children
Laurie Thurman of Storrs,
LOCATION: 1503 Stadium View Dr.
Conn.; William H. and Ginger
Thurman of Nashville, Tenn.;
(Next To Fern Terrace Lodge
Mrs. Howell Thurman, AnDIRECTOR:
nette Drew, Chris Drew, NanJanice Rose - MA in
cy Dill, Preston Thurman,
Elementary Education
Ray and Emajean Thurman,
Gene Thurman, Larry and
Certified In Kindergarten
Anita Thurman and son Larry
OWNERS:
II, Murray; Donna and
LaDonna Wilson, Almo; and
Jack & Janice Rose
Paul and Julie Thurman and
Pete & Joy Waldrop
son Nathan of Benton.
FROM THE FAMILY OF
HOURS: 6:45 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
GALEN THURMAN: Agnes
PHONE 753-9356
Thurman. widow of Galen
Thurman, Bessie and Louis
We will provide a well balanced
Kerlick and Chris Kerlick,
program of daily activities offering
Murray; Jim Kerlick of
developmental learning experience for
Madisonville; Mary Florence
and Joe Fridy, Murray; Joe
your child.

immr.a.

Bill and Beverly Fridy, Hazel;
Galen M. Thurman, Jr., Tnpp
Thurman, Bob Thurman, Gail
and Fred Hendon and
children, Doug and Ed Hendon, Billy and Lanette Thurman and children, Mark and
Scott Thurman, Joe and Nancy Thurman and children,
Tom and Elizabeth, Murray;
and Sharui Wilkins, Paducah.
FROM THE FAMILY OF
INA THURMAN BLALOCK.
Murrelle and J. C. Hughes,
Martha Jane and R. C.
Stewart, San Antonio, Texas;
Stephen Hughes of Bryan,
Texas; Janice and Jackie
Miller and Jacqueline of
Nacogdoches, Texas; Opal
and Rudolph Howard, Nelson
and Blanche Blalock, Dr.
Richard E. Blalock, Darlene
Corner, Judy Carroll and
children Brian and Kathryn
Carroll, Murray; Bettie and
Donald Gravette and
children; Melissa' and Paul
Gravette, Rachel and Jim
Solomon and children, John
and Ann,Henderson.
FROM THE FAMILY OF
GUSSIE THURMAN JONES:

Come By &
Sec Our Facility

OPEN HOUSE
ULY 27 FROM
2:00 TO 4:0

753-4541

121 By-Pass

SUMMER

SALE
DRESS
SALE

UMMER

ALE

Regular Values
30.00 to 58.00

19
Juniors
Missys
Half Sizes

PRE-SEASON COAT SALE
Sensational Mew Styles in Cloth & Furs
Put Yours On Lay-A-Way Now & Save

10% 30%
Entire Stock
SUMMER
SPORTSWEAR

SPARKLING
SUMMER
JEWELRY

ReiIarIy 11 to 42W

letearir r Ii 15"

SUPER
BRA/GIRDLE
SPECTACULAR

113 112 113 .112 15 ii
to

OFF

Entire Stock
SUMMER
HANDBAGS

SUMMER
ROBES &
LINGERIE

Entire Stock
SENSATIONAL
SWIMSUITS
bpialy isa hir

1/3. 112 113 112. 113 ,0 112.
TO

SHOE SALE

br Wire Stock d Sprit" & Swam Styles
DION Values from zr a sr

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Ewen Riattcof Kirksey ha"
been dismissed from Lourde5
Hospital, Paducah,
PARIS PATIENT
Dismissed recently from the
ry County Gerreral
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., was
Dora Rowe of Puryear, Tenn.

The Showcase

SALE

))

INglstrortlion Is Pftgress
, 41
berelloommt Will Is 1.1•11•
losionstaties
for
Or
T. ReglItilt
Call
753-9354, 753-7249, 753-1546

We are pleased to
announce that Brenda Hough, brideelect of David Jones
has selected her
china and crystal
from our complete
bridal registry.
Brenda and David
will be married Aug.
16, 1980.

SUMMER

Ye

APPLE TREE SCHOOL

PAGE01-B Thursday,July 17,Ina

Open Fridays 'til 8:30 P.M.

j
7L7X/

THE

Irene and J. C.INIYigg
caM lise'k art* Ridge.
Thomas; John Steven
"rY Special guests included
of Cincinnati, Ohio; Rev. Bill Virgil McElyea, Carl and
and Virginia Jones of London; Johnnie Small, and Jo and
and Suzanne and Michael Steve Patton,Kennett, Mo.

OOP

112Price

•• 1.
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Wedding Vows Will
Be At Briens burg

What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find our
what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)I4
Take the initiative in
romance. Don't become
impatient if another can't
change plans at a moment's
notice. Shared work projects
favored.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Begin new work projects.
An early start gives you an
edge over the competition. A
combined business-pleasure
luncheon favored.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Sports are favored, but don't
take unnecessary risks. You
might enjoy having some
people or a favorite romantic
companion over.
CANCER
( June 21 to July 22)
Watch out for fights on the
homefront. Don't do anything
impulsive. Luck for those who
share opinions with family
members.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 22)
Don't make decision while
angry. Be careful driving.
Shopping trips favored. Do
your best to maintain
harmony with others.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Money comes in and goes
out. Watch impulse buying. By
I sticking to a moderate course,
)you'll meet with success.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
You'll act on your feelings
now. Be assertive without

u09-

lliss Ilarsha Lynn Green
awl Robb I,. Duncan
Mr. and Mrs. J. Marshall Green of Benton Route 9 announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
only daughter, Marsha Lynn,to Bobby L. Duncan, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William B. Duncan of Murray Route 3.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Lura Green of Benton and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Azie Starks. She is a
graduate of North Marshall High School and Murray State
University, and is presently employed at Gateway Handicrafts, Benton.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Lovie Pritchett
and the late Joe L. Pritchett, and of Mrs. Beckham Duncan
and the late Freeman Duncan. A graduate of Calloway County High School, he is employed at Vanderbilt Chemical Corp.,
Murray.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Aug. 16,
at 7 p.m. at the Briensburg Church of Christ. A reception will
follow immediately in the fellowship hall of the churcb.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend. Only out of
town invitations are being sent.

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Terry Roberson of 1602 Oak Hill
Drive, Murray, announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Sherri Leigh, to Gregory Lynn
being pushy. Some quiet
Garland, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lee (Joe) Garland of
moments by yourself allows a
Kirksey Route 1.
plan to jell.
The bride-elect is a 1980 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is presently employed at Big John's Grocery.
SCORPIO
.
She is the granddaughter of Connie Lee and Johnnie Alice
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) /71(04V
You'll keep busy but may be
Darnall Wyatt of Almo Route 1 and of Manley Cummings and
in a reclusive mood. A private
Lilly Louise Stedham Roberson of Hamilton, Ala. She is also
talk goes well. Act in behalf of
the great granddaughter of Maurde Williams Anglin of
someone who needs your
Hamilton, Ala.
assistance.
Mr. Garland, a 1979 graduate of Calloway County High
SAGITTARIUS
i School, is presently employed at M.& G. Glass Company.
l
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
He is the grandson of Edward and Thelma Lee Morris
Why not plan a party? You'll
Chadwick, 106 South 12th Street, Murray, and of Bert and
take the lead in group
Alma Allen Garland of Kirksey Route 1.
activities now. A friend has
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, Aug. 8, at 6:30
some very useful business
p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House with Connie Lee
information.
Wyatt,grandfather of the bride-elect, officiating. A reception
CAPRICORN
will follow at the club house.
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
A time to go all out
and the reception. Only out of town invitations are being sent.
careerwise. Make things
happen. Examine unexplored
areas. You'll be pleased with
the business advice you get.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
WASHINGTON (AP) — Potomac Electric Power Co.
Secure advice about a
business matter. Watch Vacations can be costly, but a - He also suggested turning
sporadic work efforts. Meet little planning ahead can save the air conditioner off, or at
with those who can give you you money on your home elec- least setting it at 85 degrees to
reduce its running when no
tric bill while you're away.
new insights.
Your electric bill won't one is home.
PISCES
If you're cleaning your
automatically take a big dip
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A good time to negotiate Just because you're not home, refrigerator, consider taking
loans or to contact insurance because many major energy out perishable items and turnagents. A close ally will be users — air conditioner, water ing it off, he added. Leave the
highly cooperative regarding heater, refrigerator and door open to prevent mold.
joint investments.
When you can, Oganesoff
freezer — may still be runnYOU BORN TODAY desire ing.
said, unplug appliances not
a position of power in the
If you have an electric water being used, particularly
community. You're naturally heater, turn off the circuit television sets and stereos, as
interested in world affairs and breaker or take out the fuse a safeguard against damage
may be drawn to law, politics before going away suggests in case lightning strikes while
and education. You'd make a
Eric Oganesoff of the you're away.
good administrator, though
you personally dislike taking
naturally
You
orders.
gravitate towards mental
occupations and would have
success in education, science
and criticism. Literature and
acting may also appeal to you.
You have many interests, but
should learn to specialize for
your best success. Birthdate
of: S.I. Hayakawa, U.S.
Skelton,
Red
senator;
comedian; and William
Thackeray, novelist.
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Robertson-Garland
Is Planned
s Wedding

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

•
,
4.1.
•
....1••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••....

••••••••••••••••••••

Pre-Season Sale
Natural
Rabbit Coats*

ete#

I

Leigh Roberson
and Gregory Lynn Garland
..onw••••••••••41
,
••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••wro....

Save While On Vacation

)(Cr

University Church Of Christ
1980 Family Bible School
July 20-24
Sunday 6:00-7:30 p.m.
Monday-Thursday 7:00-8:30 p.m.

19110 king Features Syndicate. Inc

NOW AT HOME
Mrs. Pat (Frances) Shea is
now recuperating at her home
after having been a patient at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for six weeks.

INSURANCE
VALUE.
RIDE WITH US.

You can buy the
Rabbit Coat of your dreams
on sale now at AAinnens.
Superior designs... Exciting new
Rabbit Coat styles

Iliss

THEME "DOING GOD'S WILL"
Mary Taylor, Linda Fain
Debbie Shapla, Karin Parker
Tammy Curd, Jana Tidwell
Teesa Lilly, Wanda Erwin
Kathy Cleaver, Sharon Steele
Beverly Logue, Gaye Smith
Terri Delancey, Sally Duford

2 8 3 yr. olds
4 8 5 yr. olds
Kindergarten
1st Grade
2nd 8 3rd Grades
4th Grade
5th 8 6th Grades

JUNIOR 8 SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL:(Guest Speaker Each Night)
Sunday Night Monday Night Tuesday Night Wednesday Night Thursday Night.

13 cturect.

Natural Rabbit
Pant Length Coat
white fur/heather shading
reg. $218, size 5-15, 6-16

sale $144

Ride with a Federal Kemper agent.

Layaway Now till Oct. 1st

We can scout out the best
protection/price combination to fit your needs.

Fur labeled to show country
of origin of imported furs

Whatever Happened To Mom, Dad 8, The Kids
Willard Alls
You Pray For Rain Don't Complain About The Mud
Danny Hall
Carroll Ellis How To Kiss A Frog
Summer Youth Series at Benton, Ky.
Problems, Problems, Everywhere
Buddy Borland
Sowing Wild Oats
Willie Bradshaw
THEME: "SERMON ON THE MOUNT"
Bruce Logue, Talmadge Jones

Adult Class

Let us quote your next
auto, home or other
policy. Then compare

Everyone is invited to attend!

Shop tonight tin 9. Sunday 1-5
Be)Air Center and Olympic Plaza

Make plans to bring

FEDERAL
KEMPER
Bob
Nanney INSURANCE
COMPANY
Ins.
Agency
-

lfeilfrefrallexty. Env/
,ce

\1

S

Summer Clearance

?
_lo Nodo

S
AL

Q\205
°
°coo'
vc,s90

your whole family.

107 N. 4th
757-4937

co Pit

FINAL MARKDOWN
d3e°

Beginning Friday Morning
Entire Summer Stock Must Go

s
eS

7

s6• s

t3,00

qraharn & Jackson
FOR THE PARTICULAR M"!

- Or Less

Downtown Murray
rrniay Night Till 6:00

igurkinglpin ig,all, 110.
Dixieland Center

4

DUCT

f`ft12N/ At/All ADI C

kill Aril 1E"
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Kirray

Dr. Barbara Anne Phillips
and Dr. Mike! D. Smith were
married Friday, June 17, in a
4:30 p.m. ceremony at the
Century Christian Church,
Owen.sboro. The Rev. Jack
Snellgrove officiated.
John Gabbert of Owensboro
was organist, and Miss Julie
Friday, July 18
Twilight Cabaret will per- Benson, also of Owensboro,
form at old beach house area was soloist.
of Kentucky Dam Village
Parents of the couple are
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Dr. and Mrs. R. J. Phillips,
Jr., of Owensboro,and Dr. and
Saturday,July 19
Mrs. Charles G. Smith of MurMurray Shrine Club will ray.
hold a dinner meeting at the
Bride's Dress
Holiday Inn at 6:30 p.m.
The bride wore a dress of
creamy organza. The bodice
Al-A-Non is scheduled to featured a
v-neckline, tucked
meet at 8 p.m. at the Carman front, and
had long cuffed
Pavillion, College farm road.
this is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229.

Community Events Listed
Memorial Baptist Church
Puppeteers will present programs at 8, 9, and 10 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall on North 16th
Street.

Friday,July 18
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Recreational Vehicle Chapter
of West Kentucky will have its
monthly campout at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park with
Nix and Margery Crawford as
wagonmasters and T. G. and
Estelle Shelton as assistants.
A homemade ice cream supper will be held Saturday night
at the Crawford campsite.
Calloway County Chapter of
Full Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship will meet at 6 p.m.
at the Woodmen Hall. For information call Tim Scruggs.

Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Twilight Golf and club
Order of the Eastern Star is
membership social will be
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
held at 5:30 p.m. at the Murat the lodge hall.
ray Country Club.
—
Hannah Circle of First
Knights of Columbus will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Gleason United Methodist Church
Hall, St. Leo's Catholic Chur- Women will have a picnic at
6:30 p.m. at the City-County
ch.
Park. Men's Stag Night will be at 6
Memorial. Baptist Church
p.m. at the Murray Country Puppeteers will present a proClub with Al Kipp, Tom Emer- gram at Rushing Creek Camson, Dick Bidwell, and Larry pground, Land Between the
Contri in charge of ar- Lakes,at 8:30 p.m.
rangements.
Two For the Seesaw" will
CRAZY DAZE for high
school students will be at 7 be presented by Purchase
p.m. at the Calloway Public Area Repertory Theatre at 8
p.m. at Ken-Bar Inn, GilbertLibrary.
sville.
Two For The Seesaw" will
One-day consultative and
be presented by the Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre at 8 diagnostic hart clinic for
p.m. at Ken-Bar Inn, Gilbert- medically indigent children
will be held at the Calloway
sville.
County Health Department,
Lakeside Singers will perMurray.
form at Lake Barkley State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Lakeside Singers will perBaptist Young Women of form at Kenlake State Park at
First Baptist Church will meet 8:30 p.m.
at 7 p.m. with Mary Hocking.
—
"The Man Who Came To
Twilight Cabaret will per- Dinner" will be presented at 8
form at old beach hQuse area p.m. at the old freight depot in
of Kentucky DamNiillage the City-County Park by the
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
local Community Theatre.
"The Man Who Came To
Dinner" will be presented at
old freight depot in the CityCounty Park at 8 p.m. by the
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre.

SALE
Multi-stage Jet
Pumps Cut$30
3414.
now
only

$18995

Also save $30 on 1-HP
and 1-1/2-HP models.
Available with complete jet package and
36-gal. tank ... all at
sale prices.

Footlights II
Carpeting
Reduced 12%
Regular
$375
witr•re yd

$499

Durable nylon levelloop pile, urethane
backing,8 colors.
FREE ESTIMATES
FOR INSTALLED
HOME IMPROVEMENTS...CALL
SEARS TODAY
• Prices are catalog prices
• Shipping and installation
extra • Ask about Sears
credit plans • Now on
sale in our"D"catalog
supplement.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Back

Sears
HOME
IMPROVEMENT
CENTER
1.1 Air Shop. Or.
753.2310

••••10.0,•.•••••

••,• •••

rfVedding Vows Read, Church

Ledger & Times

Thursday,July 17
Business and Professional
Women's Club is scheduled to
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Triangle Inn.

•

,•••,

Square and round dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.

sleeves. The bodice and cuffs
were trimmed in lace.
She carried a silk bouquet of
cream colored roses, pale blue
irises, and violets, with cream
ribbon streamers with violets.
Mrs. Jean Phillips Orr, Lexington, was her sister's
matron of honor. She wore a
teal blue organza dress and
carried a silk bouquet of
cream roses and teal morning
glories.
Best man was Dr. Dennis
Forbes of Virginia Beach, Va.
The candles were lighted by
the ushers, Joe Phillips and
Bruce Phillips, both brothers
of the bride.
Dinner
A dinner was held at the
Moonlight Bar-B-Q Inn,

Terri McCord Honored
With Two Events Here

Chapter M of P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will have a garage
sale at the Paul Sturm home,
503 Meadow Lane,from 8 a.m.
to 1 p.m.

Miss Tern McCord, July
19th bride-elect of Larry Benton, has been honored with two
more bridal events.

Owensboro, after the wedding
for the wedding party and
The guest book attendant
was Mrs. Laurie G. Phillips,
sister-in-law of the bride.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. J.
Phillips, Sr., of Nashville,
Tenn., and of Dr. and Mrs.
Dennie Gooch of Somerset.
The groom's grandparents
are Aubrey Giles of Eldorado,
III., and the late Mrs. Giles,
and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Smith.
Both the bride and groom
graduated with honors from
the University of Kentucky
Medical School and both have
completed a residency in internal medicine at the Medical
College of Virginia, Richmond.
The couple is now living in
Richmond, Va., where the
bride is beginning two years
as a Pulmonary Fellow and
the groom is beginning two
years as a Cardiology Fellow.

Mrs. Tommye D. Taylor,
Mrs. Tip Miller, and Mrs.
Marshall Garland were
hostesses for a brunch held at
the Taylor Home on Wednesday,July 16.
The bride-elect, Miss McCord, wore a white sun dress
and was later presented with a
wicker lamp by the hostesses.
The brunch tables were
centered with arrangements
of fresh daisies and the guests
were served by the hostesses.
The honored guests were
Miss Mary Smock, Mrs. Hunt
Smock, Mrs. A. R. Hatcher,
Mrs. A. B. Crass, Mrs. Eddie
Rollins, Mrs. Bailey Gore,
Miss Emily Gore, Miss Diann
Thornton, Mrs. Will Ed
Stokes, Mrs. Jimmy Cooper,
Miss Jan Cooper, Mrs. Kenneth Adams, Mrs. Howard
Brandon, Mrs. Jerry Falwell,
Mrs. Duane Adams, Mrs.
Mike Cathey,and Miss Debbie
McCord.

The bridesmaids luncheon
Game Night will be held at was held on Thursday, July 10,
7:30 p.m. at the Oaks Country at Dakota Feed and Grain
Club with Charles and Marsha with Mrs. Howard Brandon
Hargrove and Jim and Canta and Miss Len Brandson as
Lamb in charge of the ar- hostesses.
For the event the honoree
rangements.
chose to wear a purple print
Hutchens Family Reunion silk dress and was presented
will be held at Kenlake State with a corsage of fresh white
Park shelter house. A basket daisies. Her mother, Mrs. Don
McCord, and her mother-inlunch will be served.
law to be, Mrs. Jack Benton,
"Two For The Seesaw" will were presented with corsages
be presented by the Purchase of yellow zinnias.
The luncheon table was
Area Repertory Theatre at
decorated with baskets of
Ken-Bar Inn at 8 p.m.
sprayed Queen Anne's lace,
Events at Land Between the Mexican placemats, and royal
Lakes will include Animal blue napkins, each person at
tracks at 2 p.m. and Honker the luncheon was given a pot
By Moonlight at 8:30 p.m., of cactus by the hostesses.
Guests were Mrs. Duane
both at Center Station, and
LBL Energy Demonstration Adams, sister of the groomfrom 1 to 4 p.m. at Empire elect, Mrs. Donna Cathey and
Miss Debbie McCord, sisters
Point.
PATIENT AT PARIS
of the bride-elect and
Mary Lou Bucy of
bridesmaids,
Mrs.
Tip
Miller,
Lakeside Singers will perBuchanan, Tenn., has been
Events at Murray-Calloway
form at Kentucky Dam Mrs. Marshall Garland, Mrs. dismissed
from the Henry
County Jaycee Fair will inVillage State Park at 8:30 p.m. Tommye D. Taylor, Mrs.
clude beef cattle shows at 10 .
Laurie Rollins, and Miss Julie County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn.
a.m. and horse show at 7 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will per- Peebles.
form at the old beach house
Shopping day for Senior
area of Kentucky Dam Village
Citizens will be held and call
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m.
"The Man Who Came To
for afternoon shopping.
Dinner" will be presented by
the Community Theatre at the
Douglas Center will be open
old freight depot in the Cityfrom 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acCounty Park at 8 p.m.
tivities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.
Events at Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair will inActivities by Hazel Senior
clude Farm Bureau Day at 10
Citizens will be held from 10
a.m., Horse and Mule Pull at 1
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Hazel
34op
p.m., and Local Tractor Pull
Center with lunch at 11:45
416 Main St.
at 7 p.m.
a.m.
_
Murray, Ky. 42071
Events at Land Between the
Memorial Baptist Church
Lakes will include Puttin' Up
Puppeteers will perform at 8,
Food at 1 p.m. at The
9, and 10 p.m. at the MurrayHomeplace-1850, Night Visual
Calloway County Jaycee Fair.
at 8 p.m. at Center Station,
and The Blue and the Gray at 2
p.m. at the Fort Henry Trail.

---

the vectatty
.

Tennis Group C To
Play On Monday
Group C of Ladles Tennis of
the Murray Country Club will
play on Monday, July 21, at
9:30 a.m. at the club. Lineups
are as follows:
Court No. One - Lori
Rushing, Mary Jane Key,Barbara Maliaauskas, and Jan
Wilson.
Court No. Two — Sue Spann,
Renee Wynn, Carol Waller,
and Ann Uddberg.
Court No. Three — Sue McCoart, Lisa Faughn, Pat Binford,and Annette Alexander.

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Steven Gilbert of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

Dr. and Mrs. Mike! D...Smah

Our
Entire
Stock

of
Wedding
Gowns,
Formals,
Lingerie,
Veils
(Altoratiosis
Extra)

liso Our
Convonlont
Lay-Away
Plan
20°. Down
and five
.monthly
paymonts

The
Shon)
121 Bypas case

(Sorry,
These
Groups
Cash and
Carry Only.
No
Alterations)

Only At

Sherwin
Williams
Stores

Save5

On Our Finest Interior and Exterior
Latex Paint and Enamel!
• One Coat Coverage, applied
as directed.
• Beautiful, Long-Lasting Color.

Your Choice

Classic 99; Our Finest Flat Latex
Wall Paint and Latex Semi-Gloss
Enamel.
Wall Paint reg $1599•gal P.M.
,' reg 5/6990gal

75%

A-100 Our Longest Lasting Latex
House and Trim Paint.(Flat Of Gloss)
Regular $1699 s gallon

OFF

SAVE $3.00

a gallon

A-100 Stain and Finish, Exterior Acrylic Flat Latex.
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

10 Years Ago
Thieves entered Graham-Jackson,
men's clothing sore, sometime last
night and escaped with approximately
$5,000 worth of suits, shirts, and slacks,
according to a spokesman for the store.
The thieves also entered the Masonic
Hall over Wallis Drugs but nothing was
stolen.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Betty
Oliver and Mrs. Ruth Bradley.
PFC Sammy R. Edmonson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Edmonson, Murray Route 5, is serving with the 25th Infantry Division in Vietnam.
Robert Moyer, Holmes Ellis, Ruth
Cole, and Sid Easley are new officers of
the Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross. Directors are
Charles Hale, Lester Nanny, Harvey
Ellis, Holmes Ellis, and Sid Easley.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Pritchett, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Roberson, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John Warren, all on July
13.
Linda Fay Clark has been initiated into Alpha Theta Chapter of Sigma Theta
Tad at the University of Florida,
Gainesville.

EDITORIAL

First Cut Spending
Then Business Taxes
Ronald Reagan and the Republicans suggested it. Now the
Democrats in Congress are falling all over each other in their
haste to appropriate the idea —
an election year tax cut.
Presient Carter is resisting,
but unless his rating improves
in the polls before election day,
don't count on his continued
resistance.
There is nothing more popular in politics than the promise
of tax reduction. Unfortunately,
it is not often accompanied by a
similar specific pledge of
spending reduction. The smart
strategy for lawmakers is to
vote for all spending programs
and against all tax measures.
It was only a few weeks ago
that Congress was in a fever to
balance the budget. The deepening recession makes it look
less likely than ever that the
federal deficit will soon be eliminated. Surely no responsible
congressman will advocate a
tax cut at this time without
proposing spending cuts of at
least equal proportions. Inflation.remains this nation's No. 1
problem, and nothing is more
inflationary than deficit spending.
Talk in general terms of
eliminating wasteful government spending and inefficiency
in government is easy. There is
no lobby for waste to threaten
congressmen with defeat for reelection. But actual elimination
of government waste remains
difficult. There is no simple
way of making an organization
as big as the federal government reform the habits and
traditions that are a product of
two centuries of gradual evolution.
So the tax cutters should be
specific about the programs

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
In his book, A Thousand Days written
immediately after the Kennedy
the historian Arthur
presidency 1965,(
M. Schlesinger, Jr. noted that John
Kennedy kept a notebook in which he
copied quotations he found particularly
striking. During the year 1945-46, he jotted down the following word of caution
attributed to the Englishman G. K.
Chesterton:
Don't ever take a fence down until you know the reason why it
was put up.
That same notebook, Schlesinger
tells us, contained the following comment from Winston Churchill:
The whole history of the world is
summed up in the fact that, when
nations are strong, they are not
always just, and when they wish
to be just, they are often no
longer strong... Let us have this
blessed union of power and
justice.
It is interesting that in these two comments the literary man Chesterton)
comes off sounding like a crafty politician while the great World War II
Prime Minister sounds like a literary
man and philosopher. Perhaps this is
because each man was humanistically
and liberally educated; such an education, common in the nineteenth century,
included both poetry and politics. It
trained men to both think and
act.. intelligently.
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they propose to eliminate, the
benefits they will reduce, thr
salaries and staff positions they
will trim. And that, of course,
they will never do. It would not
be politically prudent to do so.
Moreover, economists agree
that the most pressing need for
tax reductions is in the taxation
of savings and investments.
Such taxation should be reduced to encourage modernization of industry and increase
the sagging productivity of
American enterprise, which is
falling behind foreign competition in many fields.
But the politicians are talking
about across-the-board tax cuts,
which would buy the most votes
in the November election.
Neither political leaders nor
the voters are strong in basic
economics. But, given the arguments on both sides, the electorate might surprise the leadership by its common sense. We
hope the tax cut issues js thoroughly debated before the election.
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20 Years Ago
Copl•y News Service

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

This Was No Time Or Place
For Stringing Green Beans
There is a time and place for
everything.
But the middle of the night is no time
and the darkened parking lot of a
hospital in a strange city is no place to
„string a bushel of green beans.
J. Matt Sparkman learned this little
lesson recently in Evansville, Ind.
Matt, who retired several years ago
as vice-president for student affairs at
Murray State, was in the garden of his
home on Wells Blvd. here in Murray
picking beans a few days ago when his
wife, Clarice, called him to tile back
door.
She had just learned that a niece of
hers was seriously ill in an Evansville
hospital. She told Matt that she thought
it best that they get on up there to see
what they could do to help.
Now, you just don't walk off and leave
a bushel of so freshly picked green
beans, especially after waiting for
weeks for them to come in. J. Matt had
no intention of leaving his to go to
waste.
Such a thought never entered his
mind. He'd just take them with him to
Evansville and string them when and
where he found the time.
+++
Some hours later and late at night,

The Story Of

Calloway'County182-976

—401

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings

CopyrigM, 11178
44+++++++++444-te
44+44
Mrs. Alice Purdom was placed on the State Democratic Executive Committee in an appointment of June 25 to honor one of Murray's lovelier ladies—the highest policy formative body within the
party. Her husband, Wells, shared with his wife a mutual interest
in political decision-making policies in the western section of the
state, particularly those of Calloway County. Another appointment
of political significance reflecting the changing of the Frankfort
guards—and banks—was that of George Hart to the state board of
education, replacing a fellow townsman, Guy Billington.
A new variety of political machine made its appearance in
Calloway County in 1960, unrelated to the administration reshufof party faithfuls, but one in which voting wishes would be
e) fling
more faithfully recorded in final tallies—the voting machine. Calloway was among the first counties in the state to join the parack
of voting reforms, eliminating 13 precincts from the cumbersome 30
existing voting places.
Voting reforms was unrelated to moral reforms as indicated in
the record turn-ins at the county jail in the dungeon under the court
house where 46 persons had been incarcerated within 26 days in
June, six of whom were women—both new records in which our folks
desired no publicity. But the notoriety of the crowded caliboos
claimed the distinciton of being heralded on front pages of Detroit
newspapers as a "tough town." The brilliant record being established by Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield may more justly account for
the Black Hole's census than the number of offenses against public
welfare. Even Cohen was being subjected to the youthful scourge
of lawlessness when planks in Rattling Bridge were removed to
check the sheriff's pursuit of youthful hoodlums assumed to have
been responsible for an attempt to derail a Louisville & Nashville
train July 19. Fortunately, Cohen missed the river dunking through
an early warning by the driver of a preceding vehicle.
Local 1088 UAW-CIO of the Murray Manufacturing Company
engaged in hectic negotiations effecting a new working contract.
Upon failure to temporarily reach an amicable settlement, Verne
Kyle, plant manager, closed the facility down in what was interpreted in labor circles as a lockout." Results of the lockout climaxed
in a war of propaganda attrition through the columns of newspapers
in proportion to a battle royal, both ends of the controversial pole
exercising greasy proportions, but one which the business establishment delicately sidestepped to prevent getting burned again in
the argument as it had on a previous occasion. Kyle fell back on
the legendary management rebuttal of "go back to work on terms
offered or the plant would have to be moved out of Murray." It
worked after two weeks of letting off steam. The union accepted
the company's prog;psai in a ralnirf house vote Aug. 9, 1900.
To Be Continued

they were at the Evansville hospital,
where they found Clarice's niece
seriously ill, so ill, in fact, it was
necessary for some member of the
family to be at her bedside at all times.
Clarice quickly volunteered to take a
turn, which left Matt to wait in the lobby.
Anyone who knows Matt Sparkman,
however, knows full well that he's not
one to sit around anywhere very long,
much less the deserted lobby of a big city hospital in the middle of the night.
"I know what I'll do," he thought.
"I'll just pas- the time by stiiTaging
those beans." Going back to the niece's
room and telling Clarice where he
would be, he headed for his car.
There, he turned on the dome light,
opened the trunk, got out his beans and
a couple of paper sacks and settled
down in the front seat for the task at
hand.
+++
What Matt didn't know all the time
was that a hawk-eyed hospital security
officer, suspicious of our friend's
strange behavior, had him under
surveillance. Several cars had been
stolen from the lot in recent weeks - one
earlier that night, in fact. The officer
was keenly alert.
Bent over slightly there in the soft
glow of the dome light and in the fornt
seat, Matt, to the officer, appeared to
be messing around with the ignition
wiring, one of the methods car thieves
use to start and make off with other
people's cars. It's strange the officer
didn't wonder why it was taking him so
long. Experienced car thieves can do
this in seconds,so I'm told.
+++
Anyway, the officer crept up to the

1
.71
car and demanded at'alt get out
and explain what he was doing.
"Why, I'm stringing green beans!"
Matt replied, untangling his legs from
the bean basket and climbing out of the
car. He then was asked to produce his
driver's license for identification, but
the officer, by then figuring he had seen
just about everything-, still wasn't
satisfied that all was on the up and up.
He insisted that someone verify
Matt's story and his most unusual bean
stringing time and place. So, back they
marched to the lobby, to which Clarice
was sumniolied and informed of her
.
husband's predicament..
Most likely, she said something like
this to the officer, "Yes, officer, he's
ridne, and if you had lived with him as
Ibrig as I have you wouldn't think it
strange for him to be stringing beans in
a car in the middle of the night in a
parking lot."
+++
Shortly afterwards, the officer, by
now satisfied that our friend wasn't up
to any midnight monkey-shines, returned to his watchman's job and Matt settled down to his bean stringing, this time
in a corner of the brightly-lit lobby.
The officer, however, didn't take his
leave without strongly admonishing
Matt for his actions and sternly warning him against ever pulling such a
stunt again.
"Why, man," he exclaimed,
"somebody could easily have knocked
you in the head and taken your car and
everything else you had with you. Why,
you could even have been killed. The
next time you want to string beans, you
do it at home!"
Tucking his head and with a sheepish
grin, Matt agreed that was a good idea.

Business Mirror

Reason To Hope
is easy to succumb to the belief that the
NEW YORK (AP) — It seems, after
direction and pace will be maintained.
all, that things don't just get worse and
It was so with housing prices and real
worse. Yes, there may be reason to
estate taxes. It is probably so about
hope.
automobile sales.
The rise in property taxes, for examU.S. carmakers are now suffering
ple, has slowed. So has the rate at which
through their worst agonies ever, havhousing prices are rising. And the
ing lost a large percentage of their
domestic car industry, which has been
markets to Japanese imports. Chrysler
spinning its wheels, may get some tracexists by reason of a lien on the U.S.
tion soon.
After examining state and local proTreasury. Ford is losing money.
American Motors is aso having a tough
perty tax collections in the 50 states,the
time of it.
Tax Foundation concludes that the 6.2
But now the nation's largest investpercent increase from 1977 to 1978 was
the smallest since the recession year of
ment advisory service, Value Line,
1974.
predicts the U.S. industry will make a
But that doesn't tell the entire story.
remarkable comeback, beginning as
early as next year, perhaps reaching
Since then, Californians have passed
Proposition 13, limiting property taxes,
record profits in 1983-1985.
That would indeed represent a sharp
and a score of other states have considered somewhat similar measures.
turnabout. Analysts expect the industry
The swift rise in market values of
might lose about $1.5 billion this year,
houses was largely responsible for the
but Value line says profits three to five
years from now might surge to $6
feeling that real estate taxes had gotten
billion.
out of hand. But now the rise in housing
values has slowed,for the time being at
least.
The National Association of Realtors,
which monitors each month's resale
prices, reports a 9.5 percent increase
ROBERT ORBEN: If Johnny Carson
between May 1979 and May 1980. Two
leaves NBC, just think of the panic it
years ago the increases were averagin
will cause in show business. How is
better than 13 percent.
Rich Little going to do an impression of
That recent 9.5 percent annual rate of
an empty chair?
increase puts the median price of existing single-family houses at $61,200,
but the rate of increase now is no
greater than the inflation rate gcperally.
And Moses said unto Gad. Who am
Moreover, that national rate hide%
I that I should go unto Pharaoh, and
great regional differences. In the North
that I should bring forth thee children
Central states, for example, the latest
of Israel out of tgyptt EiOdut 311
rate of increase was Just 6 percent, and
When w6 realize that wr ran do
no good thing'in ourselves it he-comes
prices in the Northeast appreciated at
very easy to look to Cza1 for ,uital
only 4.5 percent.
leade•ship in our day to day living.
When a trend is strong and growing it.

Funny World

Bible Thought

A delegation of eight people called on
the Murray City Council in relation to
the location of a site for a school for the
mentally retarded children of the city
and county. John L. Williams, president
of the Murray Civitan Club, was
spokesman for a group of Civitans who
have taken the school as their project
for the year.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ruth E.
Robertson.
The annual sponsor appreciation
night of the Murray Baseball Association was held last night at Murray High
School, according to Carl Fortner,
associational president.
Miss Freda Davis, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Clifford Davis, was married
to Dwane Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
D. Jones, on June 24 at the Memorial
Baptist church.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Thomas Rhodes, a girl to Mr.
_ and mLex White, Jr., and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley C. Dennis.
"Operation Petticoat" starring Cary
Grant and Tony Curtis is showing at the
Murray Drive Inn Theatre.
.

30 Years Ago

A cavalcade of automobiles which
may stretch the entire 20 miles from
Murray to Mayfield has been arranged
for the "Homecoming" of Vice President Alben W. Barkley and Mrs.
Barkley on Aug. 18 at the Purchase
District Fair, Mayfield. The motorcade
will travel through Benton and Murray
enroute from Paducah to Mayfield.
"Repaving operations are now in progress on North Fifth Street," from the
column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams.
Eugene Smith, Murray,graduate student at Indiana University, has been initiated into Delta Pi Epsilon, national
honorary graduate fraternity in
business education there.
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Beach of Kirksey
will celebrate their golden wedding anniversary at their home on July 23.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Marshall Cleaver.
An All-Campus Watermelon cutting,
sponsored by the faculty of Murray
State College, will be held following the
concert by the MSC Orchestra on July
20 in front of the Fine Arts Building at
MSC, according to J. Matt Sparkman,
dean of students at the college.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, July 17, the 199th
day of 1980. There are 167 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On July 17, 1938, the Spanish Civil
War began as General Francisco Franco led the army in revolt against
Spain's government
On this date:
In 1762, Czar Peter III of Russia was
assassinated and succeeded by
Catherine II.
In 1898, in the Spanish-American
War, Spanish forces surrendered to
American forces.
In 1945, the leaders of the World War
II Allies — President Harry Truman,
British Prime Minister Winston Churchill and Soviet Leader Josef Stalin —
opened the Potsdam Conference to
determine how to occupy Germany.
In 1978, the leaders of seven industrial nations, meeting in Bonn, West
Germany,agreed to cut off air traffic to
any nation that fails to extradite airline
hijackers and return planes promptly.
Ten years ago, authorities in Argentina found the body of former President
Pedro Aramburo, who had been kidnapped by guerrillas.
Five years ago, American astronauts
and Soviet cosmonauts in their Apollo
and Soyuz spacecraft linked up and
joined hands.
Last year, Nicaraguan President
Anastasio Somoza, toppled by the Sandinista gt1rrila rebellion, flew his
private jet to exile in Florida.
Today's Birthday: Actor James
Cagney is 81 years old.
Thought For Today: Nothing can be
haiorable where justice is absent —
Cicero(106-43 B.C.).
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HEALTH

Elderly Particularly Vunerable As
Heat Wave Continues In Nation

High triglyceride level
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
husband
was recently
informed by his doctor after a
blood test that his triglyceride
level was 531. The doctor said
that normal was between 30
and 150. He is only 25 years
old and otherwise quite
healthy.
Can you tell me a little bit
about this? What would have
eventually happened if we did
not discover this? His doctor
told hint not to eat milk products. What else should he
avoid? What caused this?
DEAR READER — Triglyceride really means fat. A triglyceride test is a measurement of the amount of fat in
your bloodstream.
Doctors change their minds
from time to time depending

upon available research data
about different blood
measurements. That's certainly true of triglycerides. A
number of years ago many
heart specialists thought that
an elevated triglyceride was
extremely important Today
it's not regarded to be such an
important factor in causing
fatty-cholesterol deposits that
lead to heart attacks and
strokes. That's particularly
true if high triglycerides is the
only abnormality. Now if it's
found along with a high cholesterol level or other abnormalities, then its meaning is
more significant.
A lot of the concepts about
cholesterol and triglycerides
have changed in recent years.
It's now generally accepted

that some people have "good"
cholesterol as well as "bad"
cholesterol The good cholesterol is supposed to be in
small fatty particles and the
bad cholesterol is carried in
larger fatty particles in the
bloodstream.
Now I know that's rather
complicated but I've simplified it in a longer discussion in
The Health Letter number 152, Understanding Your
Cholesterol, Triglycerides and
Other Blood Fats. I'm sending
you a copy. Other readers who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.0
Box 1551, Radio City Station.
New York, NY 10019.

0000000000000000000000000

Western Kentucky State Fair
is proud to present
Thursday July 31, 1980
For 2 Big Shows
7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

A common cause for high
triglyceride levels is being
overweight. Elimination of
excess body fat frequently
will lower the triglyceeide
(blood fat) level. It follows
that properly used exercise
and a low-fat, low-cholesterol
diet that helps eliminate body
fat are both useful.
It's important for your husband to know what his cholesterol level is and it may be
important because of his elevated triglycerides to know
whether he has a good ratio
between the "good" and "bad"
cholesterol. Some people who
have high cholesterol levels
are not really so susceptible
to heart attacks as others
because they have a large
amount of "good" cholesterol.
In contrast, some people who
have low cholesterol levels
but have a large amount of
"bad" cholesterol actually
have an increased risk of
heart attacks and strokes.
This is explained in The
Health Letter -I'm sending
you.
One last point. A triglyceride measurement is not valid
unless it's done when the person is in the fasting state.
That's not necessarily true of
cholesterol. That's because fat
is quickly absorbed after you
have eaten any fat, whereas
cholesterol that you've eaten
takes two or three days to get
through the intestinal wall
into your bloodstream.

By LOU LSE COOK
factor. "With elderly people,
Associated Press Writer
their natural defense
The heat wave broiling mechanisms are not in as good
much of the nation has hit working order as the same
hardest at the elderly — often mechanisms would be in
weakened by old age, afraid to younger persons," said
leave their homes and unable Vanesa Ernst, an investigator
to afford air conditioning.
for the Dallas County (Texas i
There is no age breakdown Medical Examiner's Office.
available-on the more than 700
Thirty heat-related deaths
people who have died from the were reported in Dallas Counheat in 17 states. But local ty in the first week of the hot
authorities stress that the weather, during
which
elderly are _particularly temperatures soared above
vulnerable. They are the 100-degree mark and
distributing fans, opening air- stayed there, day after day.
conditioned community All but one of the dead was
centers to senior citizens and over 50; one victim was 103
trying to persuade older peo- years old.
ple to at least open their winGeorgia authorities said 41
dows.
of the state's 53 heat victims
"They're afraid," said Sgt. were 60 or over. And officials
J.E. Hendrix of the Fulton in Arkansas said only a handCounty, Ga., Medical Ex- ful of the nearly 100 people
aminer's Office. "They stay who have died from the heat
inside with everything closed were not senior citizens.
up."
"Older people are more
General health is another susceptible to heat-related

deaths for a number of and doors closed. "Old people
reasons," said Dr. Wilham ... don't realize that their body
Applegate, director of the temperature is going up," said
geriatrics program at the Cohn. -They lay down to go to
University of Tennessee's sleep and they don't wake up."
Community Medicine DepartIn Columbus, Miss., Annie
ment in Memphis."They have Lou Windham, 79, was found
a decreased ability to perceive dead inside her mobile home.
an increase in bodily heat and All the windows were closed
they have a diminished ability and the temperature inside
to dissipate heat," he said.
was 120 degrees.
Bonita Peterson, the
Mayor John Rousakis of
medical examiner in Jackson Savannah, Ga. issued a plea
County, Mo., which includes for elderly residents to move
part of Kansas City, said: to the air conditioned civic
"The heat's getting to them center until the heat wave is
(the elderly). They're just less over, but officials said many
and less able to deal with it."
older people stayed put.
The Red Cross in Kansas CiThe Rev, Ronald H. Lind,
ty opened a 24-hour emergen- executive director of an aircy center at a midtown church conditioned heat relief center
to aid the old and the poor and in St. Louis, said of the elderdistribute fans. Al Cohn,a Red ly: "They don't want to leave
Cross spokesman, said many (their homes) because they're
of the elderly are afraid guarding their possessions ...
burglars will break in if they And they'll cut off their nose to
leave their homes. Fear also spite their face just to be
makes them keep windows fiercely independent."

The_Nationwide Supermarket of Sound°
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Delay Announced
At Pentagon

Chair Track Seats
Grandstand
Bleachers

Lr- i
Y ROGERS

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Pentagon has announced a
delay until later this summer
in releasing a draft environmental impact statement on proposed basing of
the new MX mobile missile
system.
The statement had been
scheduled for release about
this tint The i-einagt3n did
not indicate how long the
report will be delayed. The
Pentagon wants to put the 200
MX missiles among 4,600
shelters in a series of desert
valleys in Utah and Nevada.
But there has been opposition
from environmentalists and
local residents,

$12.00
$10.00
$8.00

For Ordering as.al stamped,self addressed envelope to:

KENNY ROGERS TICKETS
Western Kentucky State Fair
Box 325
Hopkinsville, Kentucky 42240
When ordering please note show time you want, either
the 7:00 p.m. or 930
p.m. Show.

Stereo Receiver with Auto FM Fine-Tuning
STA-800 by Realistic®
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Power! Clean styling! Big 31% savings! Exclusive
Auto-Magice-fine-tunes any FM signal, then locks
it on-frequency for the clearest sound. You also get
Glide-Patti® combined volume and balance
controls, "click-stop" bass and treble controls, and
much more. 35 watts per channel, min. RMS at
8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz, 0.08% T HD. 31-2088

Save$100

2199R.

at

319.95

VISA

CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)

Complete STA-800 System with Cassette Deck

Cut$200
master charge

51975

,1•7(...

••
•
IMF

MEE

Reg. Separate
Items 719.75
• Realistic STA-800 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
• Two MC-1200 2-Way Speaker Systems Each with 8" Woofer,
22" Tweeter and Genuine Walnut Veneer Cabinet
• LAB-56 Belt-Drive Record Changer with Base. Hinged Dust
Cover and Magnetic Cartridge
• SCT-19 Stereo Cassette Tape Deck Featuring Dolby' Noise
Reduction and Separate EQ.- Bias Switches

4
_Valvoline motor oil. Not
just for winning races.
10W30. Quart. 766-1200

Aerosol
Spray Paint

Non•toxic interior exterior spray
point for wood or metal. Comes in
36 decorator colors. 13-oz. con
l• 579.4003 to 579-4441.

\
P-Arip

STA-800 System Above
Without
Cassette Deck

Save

•Tm Dolby Laboratone,

R5eg. Separate

379$185

Items 519 80

Sizzling Values on Hi-Fi Accessories

Stereo
Enhance Your
Equalizer!
With An
Realistic

Tape Head
Demagnetizer

NEW! Lightweight
Stereo Headphones

by Realistic

Nova-16
by Realistic

by

*Latex base •Easy cleanup •Interior or exterior
•Fost application *Gallon
.
539-6643

55°

Sale

Furring
Strip
1 -x2-x8-ft.
furring strip
390-3010

Champion
Spark Plugs
For a quick, sure starting car, try
Champion spark plugs. Fit most cars,
trucks ond tractors. 750-0044 thru 751)2404 Sr
Resistor plugs. 750-2537 thru 750-3105,
1r

1295

$39,G.,
Save $1.30

399

Sale

Chicago Cutlery
Kali*

on
Stock
up-- ribev
Westinghouse soft white
bulbs. Choose 60W 75W or
100W. 468-1250, 468-1334, 4681417

Low-Priced Meter
Audio PowerRealistic

95
9
Smooth 50-15 000 Hz response for great sound
Adjustable padded headband 33-1019

Cleaning Kit —Prolong Omnidirectional
Record Life!
FM Antenna
Hydro-Stor by Realistic

by Archer •

APM-100 by

3 nch pa.tng kn,l. votn blade that rna.nt ma.
re. snow*. 1,
00 5883

3•77:-

12-quart aluminum
covered
sauce pot. 1,255694. Also 6 qt.
Blancher 117.

995
NED

31306

Your Choice

$699 2695

•

music system
Improves any aUdiO response
Boosts or cuts 60, 240, 1000
points
at critical 10,000 Hz 31-1967
3500 and

Resto- res high frequency
response, reduces hiss
prevents tape damage
Illuminated tip 44-207

is delive!Indicates it amplifier \Ai
Dual
power
mg rated
to 100 watts
meters read upohms
424100
RMS at a or 8

Hydro-Stor cleaning
kit removes Conta m
nates without wetting
the disc Protects
stylus from dust 42-102

Brings in signals from up to
50 miles away degending on
terrain 360° pickup pattern
Preassembled Mast not
included 15-1839

Cheek 'Your Phone Book for the Radio Shack Store or Dealer Nearest You
Olympic Plaza, Murray
N A DiviSiON OF TANDy CORPORATION 9.30.7,00410...Fm
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Weather May Seriously Affect Illinois Corn Crop
By WAYNE SLATER
Associated Press Wrtter
ELMWOOD, Ill. (AP) —
Jim Gutshall searched the sky
for a hint of rain, but there

Pt

was none
The ground had been bone
dry for two weeks and the
temperature hovered at 100
degrees. Six hundred acres of

For any type of auto repair on
your foreign or American car,
see us for a
Free estimate.

the world, but unless there is Last year, American farmers
gitin soon, the harvest will be harvested a record 7.8 billion
lost.
bushels of corn. Illinois rank"Last year, we had rain at ed second only to Iowa at 1.4
the end in August and it saved bushels.
the crop," said Gutshall, 57.
But the heat wave that has
We need six or eight inches now moved into Iowa and Ilover the next month and we linois has come at the worst
need it spread out in timely possible time. The corn is
fashion. It's like everything pollinating and temperatures
else,if you don't do it timely, of 95 degrees or higher inhibit
you've been had."
that process, leaving fields of
It already is serious for
Blistering temperatures and cobs without kernels.
farmers farther west, from a lack of rainfall have plagued
Gutshall is a typical family
Texas to the Dakotas, where the Southwest, the Mississippi farmer in the region. He is a
hot, dry weather has parched
Delta area and now the big man with a broad smile,
their land and destroyed their Midwest Grain Belt. It has brown skin leathered by the
has
crops. Now the heat wave
resulted in fears of reduced elements and deep crow's-feet
spread into the heart of the yields at a time when world at the corner of eyes the color
Midwest Corn Belt.
demands are high, analysts of the sky.
He and his wife, Juanita,
Gutshall farms about 670 say.
The heat spell has driven up have three children.
acres of corn and soybeans on
"Back in 1970 there was a
a patchwork of undulant cen- the price of grain used to feed
tral Illinois land that his livestock and, eventually, will blight," he said Monday, pullfather farmed, and his grand- take its toll by sending meat ing his white seed-corn cap off
his head. "It took 60 percent of
father before him. It is rich prices even higher.
Illinois is a key corn state. the croqb Then, in 1974, the
black loam,some of the best

Illinois corn lay before him, a
year's work. broiling under
the July sun.
We can't be very far away
from a ruined crop," he said,
sweat running down his face.
"We're not hurting too bad
yet, but this weather's bound
to affect us. Another week of
this and it's going to get
serious."

weather hurt a lot of folks. Too
wet, flooding on French Creek
and the Kickapoo."
He has not yet added the
drought of 1980 to the litany of
bad years. It is still too early.
"Unfortunately nobody will
know whether pollination has
occurred until the corn has
been harvested," said Chuck
Doubet, manager of the grain
elevator in Elmwood. "We
probably haven't lost any of
our crops yet.
"Farmers here are actaally
happy because they're getting
a good return on their investment and they've got the crop.
Of course, all that could
change in two weeks."
Farmers sell their grain at
the elevator for the going
price. In the last few weeks,
the price for those who survive
the heat wave promises to be
good.
The price of a bushel of corn

Brother Billy Too Busy'To Think
About Type Of Work To Seek
All Work Guaranteed

Murray Muffler
& Automotive
Center
7th & Maple St.

753-9999

,
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By CHARLES CAMPBELL
Associated Press Writer
AMERICUS, Ga. (AP) —
Deep in debt to a foreign
government, Billy Carter says
he has to get a job — but has
been too busy evep to.,think
about what kind of work he
should do.
"I've been tied up almost
constantly with this stuff,"
President Carter's younger
brother said Tuesday, referring to negotiations with the
Justice Department that led to
his registration as an agent of
the Arab government of

to show friendship to a country
that is not normally shown
friendship in the United
States, and I have not backed
down," Billy Carter told
reporters.
The American Jewish Committee, however, called
Carter's association with
Libya an attempt to "misuse
the office of the president of
the United States." Sen.
William Roth, R-Del., called it
"absolutely outrageous" and
said he Would push for a
Senate investigation.
Carter said his once

personalLibya. "I've been in lucrative
Washington 11 times this mon- appearance schedule vanished when his Libyan connection
th."
became controversial 15 monCarter registered as an Liths ago.
byan agent on Monday, and
Since then, he has had no inacknowledged that he has
come and multiple problems,
a
and
gifts
various
received
expensive — medical treat$220,000 loan from the govern- all
for alcoholism, inment
ment of the African nation.
vestigation by a grand jury
never
has
But he said he
probing loans from Bert
promised to do anything for Lance's bank to the Carter
the Libyans and has had no family peanut warehouse
contact with Libyan officials when Billy Carter was running
— besides accepting the loan it, and finally the 15-month
checks — since October 1979.
probe of his status as a foreign
"My main crime, I think, is agent.
"It's extremely hard to get a
job with anybody when you
have a grand jury investigation ia process," Carter said.
credentials. He said the "It's been a real hassle."
He borrowed from the Lidealt
nominee-in-waiting
skillfully with several foreign byans because he "needed the
leaders during trips abroad at money," Carter said. "I spent
Nixon's request between 1969 all my time the past year in
the drunk tank or the grand
and 1973.
1urY."
The Justice Department's
"Based on reports I received from our embassies abroad legal complaint against Billy
and my discussions with him Carter referred to his receipt
after each trip, I can attest to of the Libyan money without
the fact that he was well- calling it a loan, but Carter inreceived and conducted his sisted that he is obligated to
meetings with major foreign pay it back, with interest,
leaders with intelligence, skill although he declined to
disclose the terms.
and judgment," he wrote.

Nixon Now 'The Missing Man'

CAPT.D's"
For
CHIPPER $299
Dinner Includes 2 pieces of fish fillet, crop
french fries creamy role slow and 2
southern style hushpuppies fOltet 7,21 10 i

By ANN BLACKMAN
Associated Press Reporter
DETROIT (AP) — He's the
missing man, the toast of
Republican conventions of
decades past, now but a
reminder of an embarrassing
era, unmentioned but not yet
forgotten.
Richard M. Nixon has
stayed away from the 1980
GOP convention.
The former president, who
resigned in disgrace during
the Watergate scandal, is
visiting friends in Florida,
probably in touch with convention proceedings by televison
and, perhaps, by telephone.
But his advice is no longer
sought, his counsel ignored,
the accomplishments of his
presidency unheralded.
The glory that once was
Nixon's has been irrevocably
shattered.
Yet, many of his one-time
lieutenantsare here: Henry A.
Kissinger, William Simon,
Donald Rumsfeld, Richard
Moore, Anne Armstrong,
Ronald Ziegler and . Dwight
Chapin.
They were Cabinet
secretaries, White House
aides and key advisers in his
administration. Some are bringing the fame they achieved
during his administration to
this convention where they are
speakers and advisers to the
campaign of the new GOP
hero, Ronald Reagan. Some
are only wandering the convention hall, participants
turned observers.
But some remain loyalists.

"Nobody here will say so,
but the old man doesn't look so
bad now," said one who hopes
for a job if Reagan is elected
president and doesn't want his
name linked to the former
president.
"Look at his foreign policy
and look what (President)
Carter has given us. Sure Nixon made some mistakes. But
he didn't ruin the economy."
Ziegler, tan and heftier than
his White House days, said he
talks by telephone with Nixon
from time to time —"He's doing well" — but the two have
not yet conversed since the
start of the convention.
Kissinger, trimmer than
during his shuttle diplomacy
days, has been giving Reagan
advice on foreign affairs and
addressed the convention
Tuesday night.
Mrs. Armstrong, who
became ambassador to Great
Britain in the administration
of President Gerald R. Ford
and whose name has been
floated as a vice presidential
candidate on a Reagan ticket,
is known to have a strong
dislike for Nixon.
When Nixon's private opinions were not sought by the
party in this election year, he
offered them publicly — in a
letter to the editor of The New
York Times.
In the letter, he defended
Reagan's foreign policy

Human Body Not Made
For Heat Wave In
South And Southeast
By BRIAN SULLIVAN
AP Science Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
human body was not made for
the noonday sun, at least not in
the heat wave now hitting the
Souili and Midwest.
The excess heat, in combination with other oppressive
factors, overcomes the
heatregulating center in the
midbrain, which usually
operates as a thermostat to
keep the body's temperature
at 98.6 degrees Fahrenheit.
The result, in its most
serious form, is sunstroke or
heatstroke — in medical ter_
__

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday
July 20
1 to 4 p.m.

,
-c23 ZARK LOG HOMES, INC.
You are invited to an Open House at the
New Log Home of Mr. and Mrs. Herb Bailey
at Lakeway Shores.
Take Hwy. 94 East out of Murray - turn
right on Hwy. 280 - follow to Lakeway
Shores and watch for signs.

Come Out And See What

Ozark Log Homes
Has To Offer

OPEN HOUSE

Deluxe seat belts, floor mats, belt reveal
molding,landau roof, sport mirrors, ww Urea, hi
cap cooling systems, soft ray glass, body side
moldings, door edge guards, air cond., accent
stripe, 280VS engine,super stock wheels, AM.FM
stereo plus all standard equipment such as
power uttering and automatic transmission.

PLUS...
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Vision
6 Neckwear
11 Invent
12 Plagued
14 Rave
15 Later
17 Compass pt.
18 Choose
19 Slink
20 Holy fig.
21 Pronoun
22 One borne
23 Escaped
24 Feared
26 Forays
27 Roman road
28 Levantine
ketch
29 Peruvian
mountains
31 Black eyes
34 Sow
35 Gymnastic
teat
36 Latin con(unction
37 Sailor
38 Quarrels
39 Greek letter
40 Oral pause
41 Begin
42 Repetition
43 Mend
45 Wipes out
47 Entrances
48 Ranted

5 Wander
6 Essence
7 Search
8 Vehicle
9 Bone
10 Camped
11 Mob
13 Acts
16 Nourish
19 Takes one's
part
20 Cut
22 Evaluated
23 Dim
25 Downy duck
26 Showers
28 Window covering
29 Showy flower
30 Approached
31 Headline
32 Relaxed

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
TARMUM LIAO
CIUU COMO UM
CUOMO UOULIOU
IMMO UM
MOOUU UOVU
UMUO UOU LIUIi
OUur.0000 OU
I3ULJ MOM
UUI
LICUU OULI

CCM
CLIC MUM
CUMULI CUUCCO
UUU MUM CUA
C U COCO

33 Pigpens
35 Masts
38 Mix
39 Attitude

41 — Paulo
42 Tatter
44 Italian river
46 Sun god

minology heat hyperpyrexia
— a profound upset of that
thermostat tvhich is marked
by high fever and collapse.
And, sometimes, by convulsions,coma,death.
Factors which make
heatstroke more likely are a
lack of familiarity with
weather conditions, old age,
poor housing, dehydration,
poor sweating mechanism and
with heart, lung or other
chronic illness. Chronic
alcoholism also hurts chances
of recovery.
DOWN
The elderly in particular
1 Cloth dealer
have been vulnerable during
2 Lease
the current heat wave. Dr.
3 Consume
William Applegate, director of
4 Near
the geriatrics program at the
University of Tennessee's
Community Medicine Center
in Memphis, said older bodies
have less ability to dissipate
the heat. Many of the elderly
also suffer from chronic circulation or heart problems.
"The cardiac output goes up
when your heat increases and
that puts a strain on the
heart," Applegate said.
The illness may strike suddenly, or follow weakness,
headache, dizziness, nausea
and a failing of the sweating
mechanism. The skin is flushed, hot and dry, and fever is
body
The
obvious.
temperature may rise to 106 or
The 1903 classic, now back tti vogue, conies to
even higher.
you from the original manufacturer. Complete
"Hyperpyrexia is a serious
with pull-chain switch, real wood blades. Your
threat to life," says The Merchoice of brass finish, chrome finish (larger size
ck Manual, a standard
only) or chestnut brown housings. 36 or 52-in.
medical reference work.
sizes. Blade bottom clearance from floor in mod"Mortality may be as high as
ern room, seven feet. Light adapter and globe
20 percent and depends partly
optional. Repels. insects, disperses smoke and
on the duration of the acute
odors. Runs more quietly, cools more economcondition prior to treatment."
kally.thall air conditioning.
Heatstroke is an emergency. "Heroic measures must be
A GREAT ENERGY SAVER FOR AS LITTLE AS g149,95
instituted immediately," Merck says, including such
dramatic approaches as an ice
water bath ins tub or covering
the patient with a blanket
soaked in cold water if rectal
206 toss Main — 753-8194
temperature is at 106 degrees
Fahrenheit. Medical help is
imperative; rush a victim to a
doctor or hospital.
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Own an Original Hunter
Olde Tyme Ceiling Fan

REMEMBER Compare the "estimated MPG" to the "estimated MPG"
of othercara You merest different mileage depending on how fast
you drive, weather conditions and trip tongth Actual highway mile
age will probably be less than the estimated highway fuel economy
Oldsmoblles are equipped with GM-built engines produced by various
divisions Come In today and let us show you the details
1111ds-Perdem-Cathilw

PURDOM

has risen about 30 cents in the timist. It will rain, his CTOp
last month. And in farming, will come in and the price will
every penny counts. For a be good.
Somehow, he is certain of it..
farmer with 500 acres, the
A block away on Main Street
price rise in the last month
could mean an extra $22,000 or in Rustung's Cafe, an old
fellow named Ray talked
more.
about the last big drought.
The elevator in town is
"Back in 1936," he said.
where they come to check the
"The corn around here looked
price. It is a casual gathering
pitiful. There was no weather
place. There is a deck of cards
and the ground was dust. It
on the counter and the
looked like a fire had gone
restroom doors say "Heifers"
through it."
conversaThe
and "Steers."
tion hasn't changed much in 50
But that is not the case here
years: politics, the weather yet in the heart of corn counand the price of corn.
try. Not yet. If they can hold
on for rain,they will be saved.
On Monday, an elderly
The cafe faces the town
farmer with spectacles, a
square. It is classical in design
straw hat and suspenders
like thousands of Midwestern
stood peering into a television
farm communities. There are
check
to
the
on
counter
screen
green slat benches, a white
the prices on the Chicago
gazebo and a huge bronze
Board of Trade.
monument,green with age.
"They're trading the limit
It is a statue of a man with a
today," he said, referring to
buying • among lintlock rifle and a woman in
brisk
speculators at another good a bonnet, carrying an infant.
On the base it says "To the
price.
He grinned. Like all those Pioneers who Bridged the
engaged in the risky gamble of Streams,Subdued the Soil and
farming, he is an eternal op- Founded a State."

Wholesale Electric
Supply Co.
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Wedding Big Event Of Year
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
People at the Episcopal
Church Home in Louisville put

on their best clothes, best
jewelry and best makeup last
week for the big event of the

• •11111nielliT.:#:41111trAcf:O
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IF.• $1400.00
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. DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC. •
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1974 Malibu
Station Wagon

Beige, power steering, power brakes and air.
• approx. 56,358 miles.
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•
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keep That Greot GM tee y Woh Genume GM Port,
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tOt

641 South

753-2617
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year.
Richard Gordon, 94, and
Ruth Harris, 88, went down
the aisle in their wheelchairs
and were married.
It had been love at first sight
nearly two years ago when
Richard moved into the home
to recover from surgery.
During the courtship that
followed, Richard and Ruth
became a familiar sight in the
home's corridors.
They would hold hands as
she pulled him along, she in a
motorized wheelchair and he
in his motorless one.
Richard proposed four months ago.
During the wedding
ceremony, performed by
Bishop Gresham Marrninon,
the bride, groom and best
man, Jerome Young, 84, were
in wheelchairs. The bride was
given away by her sons.
The wedding was followed
by an afternoon reception,
featuring a line with an enormous amount of hugging and
kissing, wedding cake, garters
thrown, refreshments, songs
and toasts.

$29°7-0 G CON$V"
114Pj
Murroy Ky and Por,s Tenn

Is Sponsoring A

FISHING CONTEST EVERY MONTH
Contest thru August
Largest Catfish - Largest Bass - Largest Crappie - Largest Sauger
CONTEST RULES:

TO ENTER:

I

otelt situ-the neightni at I pleb. Lee om Yaw tlat of tali it.
15. Ynatant hhht
2 I .11111e•lattle mat enter ti• many lime- during the nlllllth
niyh.
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Come toy our Sporting (;oods and let os
neigh. regi,Jer afal make picture of your catch.
Winners

notified.

Monthly prizes for 1st and 2nd place in each category.
Grand prizes for 1st - 2nd - 3rd place in each
category will be awarded at end of contest.
Over $2,000 in Prizes and Tropies Will Be Given Away
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"The trouble with most of
us is that we would rather
be ruined by praise than
saved by criticism." -- Norman Vincent Peale
A new book covering the
defensive aspects of the
game is full of defensive
quiz examples. If you fail
the test, the entire hand is
given immediately following and a critique of constructive criticism is included.
"KiLling Defense at
Bridge," by H. W. Kelsey
(Faber and Faber $7.95), is
an excellent work and
should help improve the
games of most players.
Here's a defensive problem
from the book and the reader should cover the East and
South hands to test his play.
"You lead the king of diamonds against the spade
game and partner plays the
deuce, declarer the tr6,. A
club ruff seems remote, so
you continue with two more
high diamonds, forcing
dummy to ruff. Declarer
now enters his hand with the
club queen and leads the
five of spades. How do you
plan the defense?"
Kelsey's explanation is
easy to follow. He says,
"Declarer presumably has
five spades headed by the AK and his bidding 'marks
him with the ace of hearts.
It will not help to play low
on this trick -- dummy's
jack will win and declarer
would continue with three
rounds of trumps, losing
only two diamonds and a
trump.
"Nor will it do any good
to win the spade queen and
continue diamonds.- Declarer would ruff-in hand, cross
to the spade jack, lead a
heart to his ace and draw
West's remaining trumps.
"The only way HS win a
fourth defensive trick is to
block trumps and attack the
NORTH

7-17-A

•J 8
•Q J 10
•8 4
•AKJ 102
WEST
•Q 1094
•K87

EAST
•2
•6 4 3 2.

•10 6 2

•AKQ95
•3

•9 8 7 5

SOUTH
•AK765
•A 9 5
•.17 3
+Q6

Vulnerable None Dealer
North. The bidding
North
1•

l'ass
3•

East
Pass

South
I•

West
2•

Pass
Pass

3•

Pass

4•

All pass

Opening
king

lead: Diamond

entry to declarer's hand.
Provided declarer has not
less than three hearts, you
can defeat the contract by
winning the spade queen
and leading the king of
hearts! Now declarer cannot
get back to his hand without
promoting a second trump
trick for West"
- Bid with Coro

South holds

7-17-B

•Q 109 4
•K 8 7
•A K Q 9 5
*3
South
1•

Bert Parks
Promoting
Beans'
Beauty

Calloway Middle School
Yearbooks Are Here,

NEW YORK AP) — Bert
Parks, who spent years
hosting the Miss America
pageant, is now promoting the
Idea that beauty is beans.
Parks turned out in a tuxedo
Tuesday to make a commercial for Chock Full o' Nuts coffee. The set was decorated
with a banner that bead
"American coffee pageant."
A young woman by his side
wore a coffee can.
Parks introduced the
"beauties" — regular coffee,
instant coffee and decaffeinated coffee.
Parks was fired from his job
as master of ceremonies for
the Miss America pageant this
year when he turned 65.
Chock Full o' Nuts paid
Parks $200,000 "as down payment" for three 30-second
commercials.

Students can pick them up at the
office from 8:00 to 3:00 Thursday
and Friday of this week. Also Monday and Tuesday of next week.

1890's Ice Cream Parlor
Coldwater Road,

Murray,

KY

753-3604

Good for A Free
Sample Cone
32 Flavors
Ice Cream

Delicious Fried
Chicken

Take Our Chicken To
The Lake
We Have Special Prices On
Orders Over 30 Pieces

North
1•

ANSWER: Three spades.
Fourteen points in high cards,
the club singleton and four
good trumps make the hand
good enough for a jump raise

diliterese.

IIP -411

Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with sell addressed stamped envelope
for reply

me'

Company Charged
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Commerce Department has
charged a Japanese company
with selling its countertop
microwave ovens in the
United States "at less than
fair value."
The charge involves Tokyo
Shibaura Corp., better known
as Toshiba, the Department
said Tuesday. It said the ovens
are being sold here at a price
80 percent lower than in
Japan. Three other Japanese
companies were tentatively
cleared of possible dumping
charges.

We Now Have Two Aircrafts
To Serve You!
We have just

added a Cessna 172, 4 seater, to compliment
our Cessna 150, 2 seater, for rental Et flight instruction.
This gives you the option of renting the aircraft right for
your flying needs.
For More Information Contact:

- Murray Aviation Co.
Kyle Field, Murray,Ky.
489-2414

GENERAL ADMISSON
Under Age 6
Age 6 and Above
GRANDSTAND ADMISSION
Under Agee
Age6 thru 11
Age 12 and Above

FREE

$1.00
$2.00
kirrnerrcrtvint===
=======*
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Thursday's
Events
July 17th
1:00 p.m.—Kiddies Day
12 a.m.-4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:00 p.m.—Local Talent Show
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190

19*,
buteou Day
m•—Forrn
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MILE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
1. Legal Notice

5. Lost and Found

1. Legal Notice

13. For Sale or Trade

20. Sports Equipment 28. Mob. Home Rents 33. Rooms for Rent

Found Set of keys on leather Sell or trade 1978 Suzuki GS Boys 20" dirt bike, excellent Furnished mobile home, near
key ring Found on 18th and 750, adult reddin Call 436- condition, $50 Call 759-4142 Hamlin. Christians only. Call
436-2951.
Olive Streets Claim by calling 2528 of 436-2516
after 5 pm
Notice of Public Hearing to be held at 8.00
753-1916
Mobile homes for rent: 2
15. Articles For Sale
22. Musical
p.m. on the 28th day of July 1980 in the
6. Help Wanted
bedroom, fully furnished, $130
Calloway County Courthouse. The purpose of
Aluminum step ladders, 4', New and used Baldwin piano per month. Excellent location.
Clean-up and lubrication man $22.99; 5', $25.99; 6', $27.99. and organs, Lonardo Piano Co.,
this hearing will be to discuss the feasability
Call 753-8964.
Apply in person, Purdom Wallin Hardware, Pans.
of establishing an eight (8) county community
across from the Post Office,
Oldsmobile-Pontiac-Cadillac,
Trailers for rent, couples only
Paris,
TN.
action agency
for
200 amp electric pole
1406 Main St.
See Brandon Dill at Dill's
trailer. Also a t v antenna. Call Yamaha trumpet for sale. 753- Trailer Court.
Elderly lady to live in and share 753-5306.
evenhome with elderly lady Rent Aluminum extension ladder, 3243 days or 753-7406
.-1;Fal-e25
taing
NYINVITATION TO BID
ings.
free 753-0274
42,000 BTU central air condi14', $31.99; 16', $38.99, 20',
Sealed bids for the construction of approximately
Responsible person to babysit $54 99; 24', $69.99; 28', 24. Miscellaneous
tioner unit. 753-3509.
feet of curbs and gutters in the North Dou9las
for teacher's infant and do 594.99; 32', $130.99. Wallin Chimneys, all full triple wall For sale:
i_ommunity will be received by the Murray Community
Whirlpool 16,500 BTU
light housekeeping, beginning Hardware.
pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30", air-conditioner. $175. 489Development Agency in Murray, Kentucky at the ofOctober 1st. References re- Victoria 200 tomato juicer. No $29.99,- 8", $41.99. Walllin 2292.
fice of the Agency located in City Hall, until 200 p.m.
quired 759-4777
CDT Friday, August 1, 1980. The bids will then be
peeling, no cooking, no pre Hardware, Paris.
IC-Business Rental
publicly opened and read oloud.
Wanted Need someone to com- cooking. Does a bushel in 30 FROIC proof hydrants, 24" bury
Bid specifications may be obtained by contacting
bine Vetch seed Telephone minutes, $22.99. Wallin Hard- depth, $26.99. Wallin Hardthe Community. Development Office at City Hall in
ware, Paris
Mini
(313)545-0491
ware, Paris.
Murray, Ky. between 800 a.m. and 500 p.m., Mon9. Situation Wanted 16. Home Furnishings For sale Approximately 7,000
Worohouso
day thru Friday.
No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of 60
College girl would like to clean Club aluminum sets, 7 pieces, gallons number 2 diesel oil
Stomp Space
days after the closing time scheduled for the receipt
house for family in Murray. Call $27.99; 8 pieces, $39.99; 10 Call 653-4348 between 8 am
For Ront
of bids. Bidders must comply with the President's
pieces, $49.99; 11 pieces, and 3 Pm
759-4717.
Executive Orders Nos. 11246 and 11375,,which
$59.99. Wallin Hardware,
753-475S
489-2115.
post
auger,
sewing.
Call
man
Will
do
sale!
One
For
prohibit discrimination in employment regarding race,
Paris.
Montgomery Ward brand. 8"
1968 Chevelle windshield, $40,
creed, color, sex, national origin and age.
Commodes.
White, $39.99; col- auger. Excellent condition. Call
Bidders must comply with the Davis-Bacon Act, the
rear end, $40, power steering,
For rent: 3 Bay building at 327
ors, $54.99. Wallin Hardware, 753-3245.
Anti-Kickback Act, and Contract Work Hours and
North 4th. Air-conditioned of$40; power brakes, $20; doors, Paris.
Membership to Oaks Country fice, gas heat, air compressor
Safety Standards.
$25 each; powerglide, $40.
The Community Agency reserves the right to waive
1971 Chevy truck routers, $10 Cookware. Stainless steel with Club. Call 753-3076,
and hoist. Phone 753-3018.
informalities and to reject any and all bids.
each; also front end parts. 19" copper bottom. Covered sauce Order your custom cut firewood For rent: 1500 square foot
/
2 quart, $4.99; 2 qt., now for next winter. Call 436- building in Dixieland Center
color t.v., . $50. 1976 pans, 11
Murray Community Development Agency
Oldsmobile 350 heads, $30; in- $5.99; 3 qt., $6.99; 5 at. 2758.
Adjacent to University and one
City Hall Building
take and 4 barrel carborator, Dutch oven, $12.99; 10"
block from new post office.
Murray, Ky 42071
$30. 1973 Century 350 heads, topless skillen, $3.99. Wallin Ramsey 8000 lb. electric win- Completely air-conditioned.
ch, like new. Call 901-232$30; intake and 4 barrel car- Hardware, Paris.
753-3018.
borator, $30; windshield, $40;. Early American couch and 8517.
rear end, $40; routers, $20. 8 chair. In good condition. Call 5'x12' display table with Two car shop for rent, $175 per
2. Notice
hp Murray mower, $125. Two
drawers. Walnut colored finish. month, electric and water furafter 1:30.
Bible Facts. Free Store for the 4,000 BTU air conditioners, 753-3356
$100. K-Mart, 753-6095, ask nished. One mile from city
Ask us about our complete
Frame;
extra
long
mattress
and
needy. 759-4600.
limits. Call 753-0709.
$75 each. Three-speed.
for Mr. Neubauer.
resume service, including
transmission for Chevy, $40. box springs. 759-4438.
Apts. For Rent
32.
photos and printing
00000000000000
26.
1V-Radio
Ford truck bumper, $25. Call Five piece living room suite;
apartment, good
CARTER STUDIO
ITS A
489-2616.
waf‘r bed frame; 5 piece drum Yamaha 90 watt component Furnished
location, $85 per month. Call
Call
complete,
$1000
system,
pm.
FACT
set.
Call
753-4691
after
5
753 8298
304 Main
Used lawn mower, $15; used
753-8333.
(901)642-4416
Free gift wrapping is a
20" girls' bicycle, $25. Call Floral couch, $75; student
specialty at,
bedroom apartment,
One
759-1210 or see at 1625 Loch desk, $20; occasional chair
27. Mobile Home Sales reasonable price. 753-3949.
Starks
Lomond.
(need upholstering), $10. Call
12x48, 1973 model, all elec- Two bedroom townhouse apartHardware
Will haul anything that will fit after 5 pm, 753-8187.
FREE
12th & Poplar
in a pickup truck. Will also do No guess work pressure canner, tric, air-conditioned, and fur- ment, all carpet, range,
Hearing Aid
nished. Call (901)642-1550.
753 1227
refrigerator, disposal, washerodd jobs. Call 753-5857.
heavy polished aluminum with
Service Corder
ttflms$1-0 UPa 11-941.0 0`
For sale: 12x52 two bedroom dryer hookup, central heat and
numbered
guage.
Holds
7
quart
Will
clean
your
house.
Ex9 a.m.-12:00 Noon
air, Call 753-7550.
jars, $49.99. Wallin Hardware, trailer, PA acres, 8x24 addiperienced. Call 474-2276.
Friday, 25th
4.1n Memory
tion on front. Call 437-4873.
Two bedroom, furnished, 12
Paris.
Wallis Drug Store
10. Bus. Opportunity
miles from MSU on Kentucky
In loving memory of Blanch
Self-cleaning gas stove; couch For sale: 14x70 Windsor with 2
Murray Ky
Lake. Call Mike O'Brien, 436Short, who passed away July Start flow - Amway Distributor and chair, other odd furniture. lots. Call 436-2193.
Settees et Beate.
2879.
offers opportunity for good ear- Call 437-4540.
17, 1978
Benton, Ky Ph 527-8463
For sale: 12x70 custom-built
nings. You pick the hours. We
Ultra-attractive upstairs apartTownhouse.
Excellent
condiwindow
shades,
Vacuum
$25;
train. For interview call collect
Your smile is gone forever.
ment, available July 20th. Only
tion,
central
air
and
heat,
new
wicker
each;
2
shades,
$5
$2
618-524-2007.after 4 pm.
Your hand we cannot touch.
carpet, awning, underpinning, responsible, single adult with
for
sunlamp
$15;
lamp
both;
Thank God for precious Vacant store space in Olympic
furnished living room and kit- references need inquire. $150
$5. Call 753-2801.
Coming
memories
Plaza. Good opportunity. Call
chen, dishwasher, washer and per month, $150 deposit.
Of the one we loved so much.
Water heaters, round, electric, dryer, located in Coach Estates. Utilities furnished. Call 753Soon!
753-9469.
It brow, nor hearts to see you
glass lined, 5 year guarantee. Call 753-8273 after 4:30.
Murray's
newest
9829.
12.
Insurance
go.
17 gallon, $84.99; 30 gallon,
Educational and Child
But you didn't go alone,
$g4.99; 40 gallon, $104.99; 50 One 12x60 and one 10x55. Call
Care Program for preFOR RENT
For part of us went with you
allon, $120.99; table top Brandon Dill, 753-9104 or 753school children.
SAVE WITH
Nice furnished apartThe day God calld you home.
models, 30 gallon, $140.99; 40 1551.
THE APPLE
ments for 1, 2, 3 or 4
Your memories are our keep- SAFECO INSURANCE
gallon $163.99; 50 gallon, 1977 Windsor with two lots.
TREE SCHOOL
ROSS INSURANCE
college girls. Summer
sake.
For more information call- $177.99. Wallin Hardware, 436-2193.
753-9356, 753-7249 or
and fall semester, with
With that we'll never part.
AGENCY
Paris.
28. Mob. Home Rents
753-1566.
210E. Main St
You are in God's keeping,
swimming
pool
Washerless
faucets
for
lavatory,
Agents: Ronnie Ross,
But we have you in our hearts.
privilege. Call 753$13.99; for kitchen sink, Two bedroom mobile home at
Danny Ross, Rents Ross
5865 days or 753-5108
$16.99; for bathtub, $19.99; Stella, central heat and air.
753-0489
Sadly missed by Husband,
after 6 p.m. and on
with shower, $29.99. Wallin $175 per month, plus deposit
Children Grandchildren, and
Hardware, Paris.
Sunday.
Call 753-9290 or after 5 pm,
Sister.
JUDITH DARNERS
. 19. Farm Equipment 489-2761.

LEGAL NOTICE

BEAUTY
SHOP

5. Lost and Found

NEWLY OPENED!
2 miles north of Coldwater

49-2826

Lost: Female St. Bernard, approximately Tuesday, in vicinity
of North 16th near the extension by Five Points. Name is
Massa. Please call 753-1649 or
753-6642.
I

I M SO SICK OF
v‘/ASHIING DISHES
-,...\.. '
,

-V

Atitr....
MAY I
HAVE YOUR
AUTOGRAPH,
MISS BUXLEY
2

HAVE TO

DO THIS
EVERY NIGHT

Snapper mower blades, 26",
28", or 30", $5.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
13. For Sale or Trade Tobacco scaffold wagons, douWill swap ten Errol Garner ble wide, 24' long, see at Vinrecords for Oscar Peterson son's Tractor Company, Murray.
records. Excellent condition. Phone 886-6029 after 6 pm,
Hopkinsville.
Call 753-6453. •
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I KNOW, BUT
MAYBE YOU WILL
SOMEDAY...
HOPEFULLY
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EATING NOTHING
Sul- RAW FISH
AND BERRiES

MOTORS
We Carry From
/
1 3 H.P. To 71/2 H.P.
el (In Stock) 40

hty REdAROG TO
`CUR MR. WALKER,*
MAY I VISIT .`4DuR
TREE HOUSE SOME'
T!ME

OH I HATE TOWNS
I'LL BE 50("COP
TO GET BACK TO
THE PEACE ANP

owe,oc THE

TEED HOUSE;

34. Houses For Rent
For sale or rent by owner 2
bedroom home on lake at Pine
Bluff Shores, Contact Annette
Burnham or call 436-5364.
Four room house, nicely furnished or unfurnished Airconditioned. East of Almo. $70.
753-6791.
House in Lynn Grove, 2
bedrooms, double car garage,
washer, dryer, hookups stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher,carpet,
drapes and air conditioner furnished. $150 per month.
references and deposit required. Call 435-4445 after 5
pm.
Two bedroom house, stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
washer, dryer, fireplace. Call
753-9240.
Two bedrooms, unfurnished, 2
blocks from square, available
August 1st, $225 per month
plus deposit. Mayfield, 2478076 after 5 pm.
Two bedroom brick, carport.
Six miles north of Murray.
$200 per month plus deposit.
References required. No pets.
Call 1-443-3954 after 4 pm.
Two bedroom brick home approximately 8 miles southeast
of Murray. Appliances furnished. References and deposit required. Married couples only.
Call 492-8594.

36. For Rent Or Lease
Two bedroom unfurnished
duplex apartment. Call 7538067 after 5 pm.

igi•P
Whilesale
•
Electric
Supply Co.
206 E. Main

7534194

41. Public Sale
Yard sale, 503 Meadow Lane
Saturday 8-1
Yard sale, Saturday 6 am til 12
at 615 Ellis Drive No junk, all
good and clean

Registered Duroc boars and
gilts. Reasonable prices. S.R.
Stephenson, Dresden, TN,
(901) 364-2670.
Registered Tennessee Walking
Horse, filly, one year old, championship bloodlines. Call 7533015.
Twelve year old Palomino
gelding, very gentle, 15 hands,
$600. Call 753-2923 Saturday
only.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC German Shepherd puppies, registered American
Eskimo puppies. Also guard
dogs. 502-554-2153.
AKC St. Bernard puppies. $75
females, $100 males. 8563744.
Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes. All breeds and
ages. Professional instructor.
436-2858.
German Shepherd puppies.
Call 489-2115.
Wanted: Female German
Shepherd to be bred to male
Shepherd. Call 759-4809 or
474-2346.

ceramics. 500 South 16th
Street.
Big yard sale, 703 South 9th,
Friday, July 18th, 8-7, Saturday, 8-5. Women and little boys
clothes, toys, dishes, lots of
other things.
Garage sale, 2 miles south or
Murray on 641, right on Tom
Taylor Road. Antiques, furniture, small appliances.
clothes, toys, and much more.
Three party. July 18th and
Latt
Garage sale, Friday and Saturday, 205 N 10th Street. Patio
furniture.
Having a yard sale?
Then pickup your fret
yard sale signs from
the Gallery of Homes
office on Highway 841
N. in The Villige Shopping Center just
across from the
Boston Tea Party.

JOHN SMITH

-•000111

88

753-1222

RI

43. Real Estate
$18,500 for small house
near KY Lake. Lots of
hwy frontage on 94E.
/
2 acre lot. Call today
11
for more information.
183 acres on TN 119
past New Concord. Has
a lot of blacktop frontage, wooded, con be
divided info 5 acre tracts. Only 4 miles from
lake. Priced
at vi
$55,000.
111wley 1,11en1731 3043
krS lhodeirner 153 4413
liosmom 153 Me
Terry 1/.6.0.,
153 1314

MURRAY CAL LOWAY
COUNTY REALTY
(502)753-8146
304 N. 126 St.
Murray Ky. 42071
• %%%%%%%

vs%

Streak into our office! Get the
bare facts on this 11
/
2 story, 5
bedroom, 2 bath home...family
room, 10 closets, 30x50 shop.
All on 3 acre lot Just reduced
over $8000...Owner anxious to
sell...Call Chuck and let him
reveal this home to you. 7531492, Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

KOPIRUD
REALTY
753-1222

37. Livestock-Supplies

Don't be fooled by
a few weekend 40. Produce
your order
specials. It's the Place
with the Dunn kids
sweet corn and
total that counts, for
purple hull peas by
753-0463.
and the total will calling
You may schedule
an appointment to
be less at Big
pick your own at a
John's, because reduced price.
41. Public Sale
Big John has the 'Big
2 family carport sale, Friday and Saturday, July 18th
lowest shelf
and 19th, 8 to 4. New and used items including wicker
headboard, clothes, small apprices everyday. pliances,
glassware and
ELECTRIC

SOMETIMES I THINK
IT WOULD BE 50 NiCE
1'0 LIVE ON AN EXOTIC
TROPICAL ISLE

Furnished room for rent, one
block from MSU. Living room,
kitchen, and laundry facilities.
Wall-to-wall carpet. Boys only.
$55 per month. Call 759-4538.

43. Rea

43. Real Estate

NEW LISTING
Country
charm
abounds with this 2
bedroom bungalow,
located on beautiful
tree shaded lot only
11
/
2 miles from town.
Excellent garden are
and affordable price only $21,000! Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, where you get
Real Service in Real
Estate.
PEACEFUL
RETREAT
Beautiful wooded
waterfront lot in nice
location fronting on
Kentucky Lake. Also
included is quality 2boat covered boat
dock, and 2 bedroom
mobile home with
large covered front
wooden deck. Get
ready for relaxing
days ahead by checking out this good buy.
Price just reduced to
E23,500. Phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222.

THE MAGIC OF
HAPPINESS
Nothing in the world
can give you happiness like plenty of
room in a fabulous
custom-built home
located in a lovely
area. 4 bedrooms, 3
baths, family room
with
woodburni9g
fireplace, beamed
ceiling and bar,
modem kitchen with
self-cleaning- oven,
utility room and 2-car
garage. You'll have to
see this one to appreciate it. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for all the details.
We're bringing the
1980's home to you!
"PRETTY AND
PRACTICAL"
You'll find a perfect
combination in this
delightful 3 bedroom
home. Great eye. appeal, and added insulation for lower utility bills. There's a living room, family
room, 2 baths, utility
room, and large
garage with electric
door opener. Priced in
the $50's. Convenient
to shopping areas.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty for full
time real estate service.
Cannibal Casserole! Price
chewed to the bone! You'll
know it's a good buy when you
see this convenient 3 bedroom
brick home. Priced at $33,000.
Call 753-1492, Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors, and ask
for Glenda.
Mordant & Thunman
hesermic•
Real Estate
Southside Court Square

Murray, Keerhecity
753-4451
STOUT REALTY,INC.
n. Loaders sloeivil lo wry., Ow
melees Myer owl Hien

FARMS HOMES
BUSINESSES
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY
listings
needed! Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers from
Everywhere. "Free" rntoglog

Strout Realty
1.1 Kerr kelkor
1911(ado*.ad
1111am, in

Easy t
siding
From
good fi
Firep
moder
heat,
room
stove
tire t
garag
Lakem
$32,50(

21
/
2 at
on 121
S.E.
bridgi
fronts
avails
10,500

••••

Room
fices,
BUM
x 60.

the M
121 (
Groce
8. ma
Wi
elec,
good
whee
tools
Ar
tops,
Patti
East
mach
pie s
sadd
wast
churi
corn
porc
Lt
info'

753-0186
Anytime.

AUCTION
At tho Now Concord Auction earn, Saturday hely
1911i, 7 p.m., 10 adios south Murray ow 121, Sr
North of Paris lawillsig.
10
Already consigned, some good items, some
junk.
For further information call

Bob Belson Owner 436-5353

Terry Shoemaker
AUCTIONEER - 753-9324

REAL ESTATE
AUCTION SALE
Saturday, July 19th,
10:00 a.m., rain or shine!
Selling 104 lots and a 5 acre tract of land,
approximately 30 lots are water front, 5
acres on water front. One mobile home setup.
Terms: 10% down with 8% installment interest. Mobile homes permitted on all lots.
Campers may be set up for summer.
FREE bar-b-que dinner at 1:00 p.m.

3-1
dir

Sale conducted by.

CO

Murray-Calloway Realty
753-8146
Terry Shoemaker, Auctioneer

753-7411

38
has
Sou

Directions: Go to Ham Town Restaurant in Cadiz, lust
beyond restaurant make left on Highway 774, follow
signs to the subdivision.
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
•

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate
011••••-,
•
•
•

mi. BOYD MAJORS'
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
•'Prulesstunal Servu es
Irtendlt Towle'
With

SPIC AND
SPAN
Easy to care for Alum.
siding 3 Bdrm. home.
From livingroom a
good view of the lake.
Fireplace in LR,
modern kitchen. Elec.
heat. Basement rec.
room has new wood
stove which heats entire house. Attached
garage. Located in
Lakeway Shores. Only
$32,500.

Nice 3 bedroom frame home
lot, good
large
on
neighborhood, near shopping,
500 North 6th Street $25.900
House well cared for and reedy
for immediate occupancy Call
Spann Realty Associates, 753
7724
Panicky Patsy rushed into our
office looking for a fully furnished A frame on water front
lot Now we've found her
house, but we can't find her
Panicky Patsy, if you see this
ad, call Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492.
SECLUDED
RESIDENCE! Here's
a spacious country
home only minutes
from town but quite
secluded. Has lots of
storage area and
garage can be used for
shop. 2 bedrooms
down and upstairs
could be utilized as 2
bedrooms. Nice country kitchen and living
room with fireplace.
Only $26,500.

43. Real Estate

6ial,Fig-d•A ANS

4D--w
I,

0

753-1222
ENJOY THE
GOOD LIFE
Quality 3 bedroom executive home located
just west of Murray city limits. Nothing was
overlooked in making
this lovely home the
ultimate in beauty and
design. Large family
room with fireplace
and extra room
suitable for 4th
bedroom or study. Attractive country setting. $80's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
for all the information.

/tiO
1111111.0

ENID

Ife6
"Do we have to pass this way?"

48. Auto. Services

51. Campers

53. Services Offered

52. Boats and Motors

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

14',CPerokee boat end trailer,
35 hp Johnson motor, trollingmotor, depth finder Call
753-9235
Commercial fishing rig, 14'
Lowline boat, 20 horse
Johnson, stick steering, depth
finder, tilt trailer. See at Watson's Fish Market 216 South
12th St
For sale Two sailboats. One 12
ft Catamaran. Aquacat and
one 11 ft strofoam hull. Call
after 3 pm, 753-5994
For sale- 1978 17 ft.
Hydrosport, 140 hp Mercury
motor, trolling motor, trailer
and dual depth finder. 7539240.
16' Regatta boat, 115 hp
Evinrude motor, Moody trailer,
$1550. 753-1960 after 6 pm.
Ski boat, $1299. 14' V-hull
with 50 hp Johnson, trailer included, Excellent condition.
759-1252.

AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodelmaintenance
and
ing
References Guaranteed work
Free estimates Call 753-8948
after 5 pm
Bill's Janitorial Service. Custom
CARPET CLEANING. Also
houses, offices, commercial
businesses. Call 753-9736.
Clint and Dare's Odd Jobs - Will
do odd lobs, including trimming and cutting down trees,
carpentry, construction, and
yard work Free estimates, low
prices. Inquire at 209 Walnut
Street, Murray, anytime.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates Charles Barnett,
753-5476.
CARPET CLEANING. free
estimates, satisfied references,
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
753-5827.

Painting, paperhanging com- Will haul driveway white rock
mercial or residential Farrr and Ag lime also have any type
buildings, etc 20 years ex of brown or white pea gravel.
perience Free estimates 759- Also do backhoe work Call
1987
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
Quality patio and deck fur- 753-6763
niture - Chaise chairs, tables or
planter stands Experienced,
Hand tinting and oiling
references 753-7477
ore our speciality at:
1.,
TREE WORK, complete
CARTER STUDIO
removal, topping, or pruning
Experienced. Reasonable rates
753-8298
_ 304 Main
Call 753-0211,
Will do plumbing. airQuality
conditioning, painting, carpen- We will pour concrete
Call 753try, concrete, and roofing 753- work Experienced
1308 or 759-1270
2211 or 753-9600
Wet basement? We make wet We do all kinds of upholstery
basements dry, work complete- and we have a wide selection
ly guarenteed Call or write of fabrics to choose from Call
Morgan Construction Co . Wayside Upholstery. Euel and
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah, Mane Kimbro, owners and
KY 42001 or call day or night, iperators. 753-5361 or 7536488
1-442-7026.

Set -1-5-inch Mat wheels Set of Camper. Starcraft pop-up,
15 inch wire basket wheels. sleeps 5. excellent condition.
Rubber back end for a 1976 Call 753-2813.
Corvette. 759-1442 after 5 pm. 18 Ft. Coachman travel trailer.
VW parts, 1969 Squareback, in- Sleeps 6 plus, stove with oven
GOOD HOUSE
cluding engine and automatic and vent hood, toilet and 53. Services Offered
COURTNEY SMALL
BUILDING
SENSE
transmission. Call 489-2330.
shower, gas or electric
ENGINE REPAIR
Air-conditioning and refrigeraSITE
gas
gas
3 Bedroom home with
furnance,
refrigerator,
Cars
49.
Used
Mowers, • Tillers, Choinsows
2 acres m/1 located
/
21
water heater. plenty of closet tion, service work on all
economic central gas
Fast Service &Guaranteed
By owner 1972 Olds converti- and pantry space, outside sun brands. Used air-conditioners
on 121 S. appr. 1/3 mile
heat, gas logs in
work. Will pickup and deliver
and refrigerators for sale. Bill
ble, new top. After 5 call 753- canopy. 753-8124.
S.E. of Clarks River
fireplace, and exJOHN SMITH
753-41144,
753-6762.
Rollins,
6760.
bridge. 167' of highway
tremely low heating
Buy your topes and albums here and
See the new Prowler trailers for
frontage. City water
1977 Chevrolet Impala. Power 1980 - Also many good used A complete service, washers. Driveways and parking areas
and cooling bills.
available. Priced at
help get these kids to
brakes, steering, air. Good con- trailers. Arrowhead Camper dryers, air-conditioners, and white rocked and graded. Free
You'll fall in love with
10,500.
dition, $2600. 753-8762.
this charming home
Sales, Highway 80 East, refrigerators Call 759-1322 estimates. Have rip-rap, pea
gravel, lime, one ton and up
(You'll receive an additional 25' off the
with everything for
1974 Corvette. 1-top, AM-FM 8- Mayfield, KY. 247-8187.
Prompt service
comfortable, affor350 4-speed, $5000 18' Travel trailer for sale. All work guaranteed. Air- Clifford Garrison. 753-5429.
L-82
track,
753-7411
already low discounted price of each tape or
753-8080
AROUND THE CLOS Is
dable living. Upper
or best offer. Call 492-8322 or Sleeps six. Gas battery or elec- conditioning; appliance repair; Fence sales at Sears now. Call
album under the top 23 hits, this goes to
$50's. Contact the
492-8666.
tric. 753-0657.
plumbing. Experienced. Call Sears, 753-2310 for free
them!)
friendly folks at Kopestimate for your needs.
All
1975 Camaro, low mileage 52. Boats and Motors
753-8950
FREE
Shop our store and save!
perud Realty, 753-1222
153-8451
Backhoe with
For hire
inService,
Painting
Atchisons
20 MILE
14' Aluma craft fishing boat
for real service in Real
service what we sell!
We
1974 Chevrolet Impala. Call with 18 hp Evinrude. Includes terior and exterior, paperhang- operator, $25 per hour Call
DELIVERY
and kerne operated!
owned
753-7670
Nome
repair.
house
general
753-8963.
Also
ing.
fishing decks, astroturf carpet,
fur- Guttering by Sears. Sears con753-0984 44. Lots For Sale
1974 white convertible Cor- new trolling motor, new depth Free estimates. References
p
nished, All work guaranteed. tinous gutters installed per
Six lots for sale in Sherwood vette, AM-FM radio, air- finder, good trailer. $1000. Call
Phone 492-8866 or 247-3313, your specifications. Call Sears
Floored and ready. Up to 12 a 24. Also barn style, ofconditioned, power steering, 753-3270 after 5.
Forrest. 753-3076
753-2310 for free estimate.
222 Smolt 126
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U$5000. Call 753-2321 before 5
46. Homes For Sale
pm.
753-51165
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
RORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Garage door and garage door
By owner: 3 bedroom brick, 1969 Chevrolet 4-door, $165
208 Walnut Wool
operators, service and ins60. Buy the best for less.
energy saving wood stove, 522
tll SUN I I IA
CLOUD MUM 5 P
stallation. 753-3509 or 153Closed All Day Wed,
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Call 753-5500 or see at Key
South 6th. Call 753-8262.
4055.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Kars, 515 South 4th
Three bedroom brick, 2 baths, 1973 Chevrolet wagon, $285
Price of Insulation blown in by Sears,
large den, one acre wooded tot,
PRICE SHAVE 75'
HAIRCUT $1.25
save on these high -heating and
or see at Key
753-5500
Call
'53
Coil
onedoy
5..005e
3605
of
Calls
west
house
I
Hosp.voi
or
f
•
paved road, 8 miles
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753Kars, 515 South 4th
•
Novory Publq Se;..ce
Murray. Beautiful' 489-2771.
2310 for free estimate.
1978 Dodge Omni. excellent
Motorcycles
K & K Stump Removal. Do you
condition, 27,000 miles, great
Saturday, July 19 at 10 a.m. Rain or Shine at -47.
need stumps removed from
WE CONTROL
For sale 1979 Honda 185, ex- mileage, 26 mpg city, 38 mpg
the Mrs. Annie Hendon home. From Murray take Hwy.
your yard or land cleared of
cellent condition, $800 Call highway. $4000. Call 753121 (New Concord Hwy) approx. 10 ml to Wisehart's
TERMITES
stumps? We can remove
753-7257 after 5 pm
7276.
Grocery, turn south, go approx. 1 mi., watch for signs
stumps up to 24" below the
750 Honda Chopper, custom For sale. 1977 Honda 750, Also isousishold, lawn Indoors and outdoors and
S. markers. lots of Shade.
Rain or Shine
ground, leaving only sawdust
283
5
after
220
Chevrolet
159-1442
four
1964
job.
little),
paint
$1600.
very
Trees
(used
washer
Auto
Will sell:
and chips. Call for free
motor, $450. 1967
pm.
estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
elec. heaters, TV, couch, lawn mower, lawn chairs,
FOR DEPENDABLE
Volkswagen, 1750. Call 753Located Between Hwy's 62 & 68 at Reidland, phone
or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
Hondi,350. Call 753-8451.
good used doors & windows, 7 in. skill saw,
Control.
Pest
Professional
pm.
4
after
2670
898-7124.
wheelbarrow, log chains, large metal tool box, hand
ingas
and
Electrician
on-off
Licinsed
1978 Honda XL-125,
1975 Ford pickup with camper, 1974 Ford one ton
tools & fruit jars, stove and refrigerator.
stallation, heating installation
road, excellent condition. Call 1971 Ford LTD, $350. 1973
Buick Century, good condition,
truck, Model 801 Ford diesel tractor, 1 row cultivator,
Antiques: trunk, wardrobes, several nice quilts &
and repairs, Call 753-7203.
753-6958 after 4 pm.
$850. 753-8056.
18" heavy duty Ryan sod cutter, used Coca-Cola
tops, fancy kerosene lamps, depression, pressed &
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS,
1978 Harley Davidson Super
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a home but never think
stationwagon
machine, new changer, desk type refrigerator, used
Pattern glass, nice walnut bed, oak bed & dresser,
underpinnin.
and
sealed,
roots
Glide, good condition, $3000 1977 Impala
about termites - they cause the..rpost damage next to fire. Have
air, power
calculator, used typewriter, New Power generator,
East Lake dresser, fancy iron bed, treadle sewing
Aluminum or fiberglass. Also
firm. Call 753-4478 or 759- with luggage rack,
your home treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite 8. Pest Consteering, clean, mechanically
2000 watts, used counter scales, 6 rolls new redwood
Patio awnings and carports,
machine, cedar bucket, oak rockers, kitchen cabinets,
4931.
trol, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, NY. Over 33 years experience
sound. Call 753-7987 any time
Glover,
Jack
lathshade, 180 amp Lincoln welder, oxygen & acetylene
double.
or
single
Home owned and operated
pie safe, oak ice box, iron cook stove (rough), side
1978 Yamaha XS-400. Ex- after 230.
tank & gauges, lawn roller, lawn spiker, Rogers Seeder,
753-1873 after 6 pm.
saddle, brass bell, picture frames, oak lamp table,
cellent condition. $850. 7531976 MG, blue with dark
2 used industrial rear tractor tires. 14-9-24. 6 ply,
wash, dinner, & tea kettles, dutch oven, stone jugs,
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
8056.
buckskin interior. Call after 5
used filing cabinet, 2 used metal farm gates, misc
small' jobs a
and
driveways
churns & jars, butter dishes, section harrow, one row
48. Auto. Services
pm, 753-0736.
2"x6" redwood lumber.
speciality, also patching and
corn drill & other horse drawn tools, horse collars,
Chrome brush gaurd for 1978 1965 Mustang, 6 cylinder,
seal coating 753-1537
porch swing, & many other items.
Bronco or Ford pickup truck. automatic,
excellent
Lunch available, not responsible for accidents, for
Need work on your trees? ToppPLANTS INCLUDE:
Lights mounted Call 759- mechanically, no rust ever.
ing. pruning, shaping, cominformation & your auction needs call
&
Pesticides
Fertilizer
4663.
Misc.
Perfect car to restore. $1600 or
Call
plete removal and more.
Frosty's Auction Service
Misc, Hanging Baskets
IMPORT PARTS AND REPAIR. trade for late model small car.
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
753-0114
days,
753-3234
200 Jap. Holly-potted
Simca,
Auctioneer
Toyota,
Datsun,
Miller,
Opel,
Bob (Frosty)
professional tree care. -753and evenings.
motors
100 Jap. Jews B&B
Capri
492-8594
8536.
transmissions. Call 474-2325. 1979 Mustang, all power. air,
Mtsc, Boxwood
Professional Cleaning by Ser100 Blue Rug Junipers-Potted
V-6, AM-FM cassette. Must sell,
vice Master. Residential and
take over payments. Call 753commercial carpets, hard sur4010 or 435-4590.
face floors, walls, furniture,
windows. Fire restoration.
1974 Olds Delta 88, 4-door,
Roses
White Birch
Paducah. 443-8146. Mayfield
automatic, power and air.
Dogwoods
Grafted Junipers
Beautiful brick home in the city on almost full acre lot.
247-8711.
$900. Phone 354-6217.
Maple Trees
Bedding Plants
4 BR., 21
2 baths, family room, formal dining room.
/
'
1971 Toyota, air-conditioning,
yard
Back
is
pump
air.
This
heat
has
and
home
central
ROOFING
SEIRVICe
105 N. 12th Street
$325. Some rust and dents.
1101D MAJORS
completely fenced. Must see to appreciate. $69,500
Sale Conducted Jointly By:
All types, Free
Call 753-7271.
753-8080
REAL ESTATE
Estimates, Call 759.: YD-MAJORS REAL ESTAT
1974 Vega Hatchback, 54,000
JAMES R. CASH
4512 or 759-1859
miles, good condition. Call
The Auctioneer
Mayfield
nights. All work guaranShirley at 753-8146 or 753FANCY FARM, KY
247-7979
teed.
(502)753-8146
3043.
(502)623-8466 or
Wingo
Murray
304 N. 12th St.
Painting and remodeling; tree
50. Used Trucks
376-2222
753-80S0
(502)6234939
Murray, Ky. 42071
odd
topping;
trimming and
1973 International travel all,
lobs Call 753-9736
model 1010. Automatic, 8
cylinder, air-conditioned, radio.
heater, power, clean, anxious
to sell. $795. Call 753-8050 or
after 5 pm, 753-6500.
1976 Chevy C-65 20' aluminum
van body, hydraulic lift gate
Celt 753-8738 or 753-7989.
$62,000.00
$32,500.00
A very attractive, wet maintained 3 Bedroom,
1966 Chevrolet, V-8, standard
3 Bedroom Brick with all appliance kitchen, elec
By. located on Kirkwood Dr., hat central heat
shift, long wheel base $525
baseboard heat, extra large lot outside storage
and air, also an attached 3 room apt renting for
Call,753-2370
Sound good? It is!! CALL NOW.
S1513 per mo.
1966 Chevrolet truck, power
steering, power brakes,
automatic transmission, asking
$850. Will accept best,
reasonable offer. Phone 751
7274 or after 5 pm, 753-7274.
PRICE REDUCED $2,400
LOW INTEREST ASSUMABLE LOAN
CONVENIENT LOCATION
This extremely well built home has quality
1974 Cherfie Super Chevrolet
Beat the inflation crunch by assuming a low
Price just reduced on this roomy 3 or 4 throughout. It has 3
truck with tool box. 753-3040
bedrooms, 2 baths,
interest Veteran's Administration Loon on
bedroom home on Olive Street. Economic gas large
or 753-2562.
kitchen, and all rooms ore beautifully
this 4 bedroom executive home located in
heat, central electric cooling, large backyard
decorated. Special features include central
excellent neighborhood. Economic central
1977 Dodge van, customized
patio with gas grill, and excellent location heat and air,
formal -dining room, and
CB, stereo, cruise, factory air
gas heot, formal dining room, 11 closets,
close to library, city schools, hospital, located in on
excellent neighborhood. Price
ono
Excellent condition $3000 or
den with fireplace, and cool central electric
stores, parks and the University. Offered in is now'
$57,500.
best offer 753-8227
air conditioning amke this residence a comOWNER LEAVING STATE
50's.
mid
the
LYNN
NEAR
GROVE
3-B.R .. 2 bath B.V Many quality features, livingfortable and economical family home. Of1976 Ford van Chateau, good
Comfortable 3 bdrm . B V home !misted 2 miles
dining room, breakfast nook off kitchen. Large
fered in the mid 70's.
condition, $4500 Call 753North of Lynn Grove on Hwy. 1836. Extra large
recreation room with fireplace sewing room
kitchen and dinette, fireplace in den, carport plus
1203 „
Central gas had, double oven range draperies in
outside storage. 1 1/. acre wooded lot. Call for apcluded Private patio with redwood fence. Double
1970 Ford pickup, $600
EVENINGS CALL:
pointment to see. Only S38.400.00.
Garage Reduced to 564.500.00
\Phone 753-1356
DUI Raybetra 751-41011
Dori Anderson 753-71132
,1977 Ford* truck, style siding,
After Office Hours
ileorge Sellegher 7534121
3-speed, excellent condtion,
753-9016
hydra Moody
7534277
wren Shropshire
RAI Koppered 753-1222
$2996 Call 753-4921
753-1036
Rovibon Moody
753.4136
Irwin
Muter
753-7519
topper.
with
Now
truck
Jeep
1970
387
753.Hoek
$1800 Cell 753-5889
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Everyone Should Be A
MURRAY HIGH
BAND BOOSTER!

MACY'S!!

World Of Sound

AUCTION

Auction

JULY 19, 1980

Paducah Nursery Co. Inc.
10:00 A.M.

eas*€

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control, Inc.

101

_BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
Has

Murray Calloway County Realty

KOpperud Realty
Is Bringing the 1980's Home To You
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WA has issued an appeal to all electric customers to curtail their use of
nonessential power between the hours of 3 p.m. and 9 p.m. locally.
WA is urging every electrical customer — residential, commercial and
industrial to cooperate in reducing electrical usage during this emergency.
Among curtailment measures consumers may take are:

a

v Reduce the use of electriCily for
cooling bv turning up
thermostats.

v Postpone all uses of hot
water and avoid using
electrical dryers.

v'Limit all cooking, especialiy
cooking in the wen, during
the peak hours of 3 p.m.
and 9 p.m.
Turn off all nonessential
,
'
lights, appliances and
electrical equipment.

The Murray Electric System urges all of its customers to conserve their
electric consumption so that we will be able to comply with WA's request and
insure there are no power shortages during the unusually high temperatures.
The request by WA for voluntary reduction in power use is expected to
continue for the duration of the high temperatures at least through the end of
the week.

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
401011v.

7534312
-
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